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ABOUT THIS 
REPORT

Beauty Farm Medical and Health Industry Inc. ("Beauty Farm", the "Company", the "Group" or "we"/"us"/"our") is pleased to publish the 
Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) report (the "Report") in accordance with the principles of objectivity, comprehensiveness, 
standardization, and transparency. This Report presents the Group's ESG practices, including management philosophy, highlighted practices, and 
annual performance for the year 2023.

his Report mainly covers the information and ey 
performance in respect of ful lment of environmental, 
social and governance responsibilities of Beauty arm 
and its subsidiaries in , including the Group s 
o ces, stores and two Beauty arm raining Centres, 
etc  Since the daily operations of the franchised stores 
are independent of the Group s management, they are 
e cluded from the reporting scope

Materiality: e continuously communicate with our 
sta eholders, regularly review the materiality of each 
sustainable development area, and conduct materiality 
assessments to determine critical SG issues  he 
assessment result is being approved by he Board of 
Directors

Quantitative: his Report e plains the criteria and 
methodology for calculating the relevant data, accompanied 
by associated assumptions  he SG ey performance 
indicators P s  are supplemented by e planatory notes to 
establish benchmar s where feasible

Consistency: nless otherwise speci ed, this Report 
applies consistent methodology in preparing and 
presenting SG information to allow for meaningful 
comparisons over time

Balance: e appointed e ternal sustainability consultants 
to provide an unbiased disclosure of all our positive and 
potentially negative data in this Report, describing the 

SG performance of the Group fairly and ensuring that 
accurate information is available to the public and that 
the data presented has no selections, omissions, or other 
forms of manipulation that may inappropriately in uence 
readers  decisions or udgments

Data and cases in this Report are primarily e tracted 
from the statistical reports and internal documents of the 
Group  he Group underta es that the Report contains 
no false representations or misleading statements, and 
assumes responsibility for the truthfulness, accuracy and 
completeness of its contents

pon con rmation by the management, this Report 
was approved by the Board on March , 

e attach great importance to the views of sta eholders 
and the public in this Report  f you have any in uiries 
or suggestions, please feel free to contact the Company 
through email  ir beautyfarm com cn

his Report is prepared mainly with reference to the 
nvironmental, Social and Governance Reporting Guide 

the Guide under Appendi  C  to the Rules Governing 
the isting of Securities on he Stoc  change of 
Hong ong imited, and is reported in accordance 
with the principles of materiality, uantitative, 
balance and consistency included in the Guide  

he contents are in accordance with the disclosure 
principles set out in the Guide and have complied 
with the mandatory disclosure re uirements  and 
comply or e plain  provisions set out in the Guide to 

address the environmental and social impacts of the 
Company s business and operational activities  Part 
of the report content also refers to the re uirements 
of the Guidance on Social Responsibility  GB

 Guidance on Social Responsibility 
Reporting  GB  

he content of this Report is determined according to a 
set of systematic procedures, which include identifying 
ma or sta eholders, identifying and assessing the 
materiality of SG related issues, de ning the coverage 
of the SG Report, collecting relevant materials and 
data, conducting data collation and aggregation, 
e amining the figures in this Report, preparing this 
Report and reviewing by the management

he Report covers the period from anuary ,  
to December ,  the current year  or the 
Reporting Period

Reporting Scope Reporting Principles Data Sources and Reliability 
Guarantee

Acknowledgement and Approval

Contact Us

Reporting Standards

Reporting Period



Beauty Farm is committed to improving the industry. We also aim to continuously spread the concepts of long-term 
commitment, collaboration, and sharing throughout the industry, while promoting and improving the industry, 
enhancing the overall image and status of the beauty industry. Over the years, every step has been a transformative 
experience. With nearly three decades of relentless effort, we have laid a solid foundation and will continue to grow 
stronger in the future. We always believe that perseverance can change the impossible. All things grow because of beauty, 
and together with Beauty Farm, we witness the future!

Since our establishment in  until now, we 
have been serving the life cycle beauty and 
health needs of our customers with our corporate 
vision of being the pilot of beauty and health  

oday, with diverse brand portfolio and stores in 
over  cities nationwide, we serve millions of 
high end customers in China s top tier cities with 
beauty and health services

e are in a vast industry with trillion dollar 
mar et potential in the future, characteri ed by 
sustained and foreseeable mar et growth  n such 
mar et environment, we have been operating 
under high uality brand image for nearly  
years, establishing a nationwide networ  of stores 
and cultivating strong brand recognition and 
positive reputation  ith our comprehensive one
stop life cycle services, standardi ed operations 
and services, and healthy cash flow, we have 
also built a robust and mature business model  

e have accumulated large and continuously 
growing customer base in the middle to high
end segments, along with e cellent customer 
repurchase and retention rates, which are 
driving our continuous growth  n addition to 
organic growth, we are actively pursuing e ternal 
e pansion through strategic mergers and 
ac uisitions, capitali ing on the opportunities in 
the highly diversi ed mar et  nder the impetus 
of our highly scalable and replicable standardi ed 
business model, strategic ac uisitions are also 
accelerating our growth

A robust digital platform supports standardized 
services, building a proven business model 
to achieve rapid and sustainable business 
growth. The standardization and digitization 
of our business platform have accumulated 
economies of scale across various aspects 
of our operations, standardizing operations 
and continuously improving and optimizing 
customer experiences, greatly enhancing the 
Company's operational efficiency. Through 
platform-based management, we implement 
unified operational and service standards 
across company-owned and franchise stores. 
At the same time, through measures such as 
regular visits by mystery shoppers and mobile 
evaluation systems, we promptly and effectively 
gather customer feedback, better supervise 
store operations, and ensure that each store 
consistently provides high-quality service to 
customers.

We also place significant emphasis on the long-
term career development of our employees, 
making considerable efforts to provide 
promotion opportunities through tracking 
their career paths and offering strong financial 
incentives. Given the nature of our industry, 
frontline employees are predominantly female, 
with many hailing from small towns. The Beauty 
Farm platform serves as a means for them 
to enhance their professional skills, acquire 
knowledge, and cultivate female leadership. 
Being able to witness and participate in 
empowering initiatives for women is an honor 
for Beauty Farm.

As one of the early entrants into the high end 
beauty industry in China, Beauty arm has 
adapted to the ever changing mar et dynamics 
over the years  Despite facing various challenges, 
it has continued to grow rapidly  his success can 
be attributed not only to its role as a business 
but also as a home  e prioriti e the e perience 
of every customer, care about the growth and 
development of each employee, and strive for 
mutual progress with every supplier and partner  

o elaborate, our success stems from

Beauty Farm focuses on establishing strong 
connections with customers. Through synergies 
among our three major business segments 
and consistently high-quality nationwide 
standardized services, we have accumulated 
a large number of high-quality, high-retention 
active members who continue to repurchase 
our services over the long term. Our one-stop 
service also allows us to meet their changing 
needs throughout the customer lifecycle. From 
this, we have pioneered CellCare aesthetic 
medical brand and Neology subhealth medical 
service, and established "Small Changes, 
Big Differences" as the core brand concept 
of CellCare. This approach is based on the 
perspective of our female customers, providing 
them with the perfect choices from Beauty 
Farm's services, allowing them to naturally and 
confidently harness the power of beauty and 
confidence.

MESSAGE FROM 
MANAGEMENT
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STATEMENT FROM THE BOARD 

Since its inception, Beauty arm has been committed 
to building a long lasting brand  ur philosophy 
recogni es that long term success depends on the 
Company s ability to ma e a positive impact on the 
environment, society, and our sta eholders, and to 
create sustainable value for our shareholders  As 
such, corporate social responsibility is core part of our 
business philosophy and we have adopted SG policies 
in accordance with the isting Rules, which sets out our 

SG ob ectives and provides guidance on practicing 
social responsibility in our day to day operations

n accordance with our SG policies, our goal is to 
support local initiatives and collaborate with employees, 
customers, and business partners to build sustainable 
communities  hrough various initiatives, including 
corporate philanthropy and empowering industries, we 
aim to create meaningful and long term bene ts for local 
communities while reducing the environmental impact of 
our operations  nder the supervision of management, 
we actively identify and monitor social, environmental, 
and climate related ris s that may impact our business, 
strategy, and financial performance, both actual and 
potential  e incorporate these considerations into our 
business, strategic, and nancial planning, assessing the 
li elihood of SG related ris s and the potential impact 
of any such ris s  Additionally, relevant business units 
are responsible for promoting and implementing various 
sustainable development measures

he Board of Directors collectively and overall holds 
responsibility for establishing, adopting, and reviewing 
the SG ob ectives and policies of the Group, and 
evaluating, identifying, and addressing SG related 
ris s at least once a year  n current year, the Board has 
commissioned an independent third party to assist in 
managing SG matters, including data collection and 
analysis, assessing SG ris s, reviewing our e isting 
strategies, ob ectives, and internal controls, and then 
implementing necessary improvement measures to 
mitigate ris s, and providing recommendations on the 
Group s SG performance

o further systemati e the implementation of SG wor , 
the Group has established an SG Committee consisting 
of representatives from the Company s management 
and cross departmental teams  he committee is 
responsible for the overall SG governance of the Group 
and reports directly to the board of directors  he 
members of the committee include senior e ecutives 
of the Group, representatives from our various brands, 
and heads of di erent functional departments  he SG 
Committee reports on significant SG related matters 
and the achievement of the Group s SG goals to the 
board of directors through regular meetings  his allows 
the board to understand that all functional departments 
and operating centers of the Group are operating and 
practicing according to the strategy and can ad ust the 
targets and details of e ecution of each SG measure 
reasonably  his ensures that the Group operates in 
responsible and sustainable manner, while creating value 
for sta eholders and maintaining its competitive position 
in the mar et
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01Pilot of Beauty 
and Health



Group 
and Brand 
Introduction

1.1

About Beauty Farm
Beauty arm is a leading beauty and health management 
platform in China  Beauty arm developed a uni ue business 
model in the past  years, the dual beauty model, covering 
customer beauty and health needs along their lifetime 
cycle  e o er a diversi ed service matri , including beauty 
and wellness brands Beauty arm, Palaispa, aesthetic 
medical brand CellCare, and subhealth medical services 
brand Neology  ur nationwide store networ  reaches over 

 cities with over  stores and serves millions of mid
to high end customers in top tier cities in China

Sub-Brand Introduction

stores

ur nationwide store 
networ  includes about 

stores

Palaispa s networ  
includes over

stores

CellCare operates Neology currently operates

stores in landmar  business centers 
across tier one cities in China

stores

in ey urban neighborhoods in 
Chinese tier one cities

stablished in , Beauty arm 
is one of the longest standing 
franchise brands in the industry 
and the Group s agship beauty 
brand  ith an unwavering 
commitment to customer care 

rst,  Beauty arm is devoted to 
providing each customer with 
gratifying facial beauty treatments 
and healthcare through sustained 
tech powered innovation, 
international leading beauty 
products and e uipment, and 
superb standardi ed o erings  ur 
nationwide store networ  includes 
about  stores

PA A SPA is the Group s premium 
professional beauty franchise 
brand  ith a lineup of globally 
renowned beauty techni ues and 
cutting edge s incare products 
imported from urope, Palaispa 
o ers high end beauty and 
body care treatments catering 
to the needs of Chinese female 
consumers  Palaispa s networ  
includes over  stores

CellCare is the Group s aesthetic 
medical franchise brand  mbracing 
the philosophy of Minor wea s, 
Ma or ransformations,  CellCare 
is committed to integrating and 
e ploring advanced medical 
technology and resources from 
around the globe, o ering Chinese 
women a professional, safe, and 
comfortable full service aesthetic 
medical treatment e perience  
CellCare speciali es in si  domains, 
from s in te ture management, 
s in tone management, integrated 
in ection services  and energy
based services, to body sculpting 
and surgical aesthetic medical 
services  CellCare operates  stores 
in landmar  business centers across 
tier one cities in China  

Neology is the Group s subhealth 
medical service brand  Neology 
integrates international leading 
medical technologies and a 
distinguished team of medical 
e perts to deliver personali ed 
subhealth management solutions 
powered by functional medicine  
Neology s primary service o erings 
include subhealth management, 
prevention and intervention 
of chronic and metabolic 
diseases, and reproductive 
health for women, aiming to 
comprehensively enhance 
customers  uality of life  Neology 
currently operates nine stores 
in ey urban neighborhoods in 
Chinese tier one cities
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To achieve long-term growth, we must excel in the following areas:

(1) The products and services provided must fulfill customer needs.

(2) Adjusting the Company's service approach based on customer's 
changes

Under the guidance of our corporate culture, the employees of Beauty Farm 
have created numerous case studies that demonstrate their ability to fulfill 
customer needs.

or orate ision
Pilot of Beauty and Health

Introduction to Beauty Farm Culture - Overview of 
Corporate Culture

Beauty Minds, A Journey Through 
Corporate Culture

1.2

-Customer orientation
-Continuous innovation
-Synergy
-Strive and share together

-Pursuing long-term 
corporate growth

-Committed to building long-
term relationships with 
customers

erating 
ornerstone

ore alues

-Innovative growth with the "Three--
Beauties Combination"

-Provide comprehensive customer 
-solutions
-Prioritize investments in digitalization
-Focused investment in areas of strength
-Continuous enhancement of 
organizational capabilities

usiness 
Strategy

 Reminiscing Beauty Farm's Original 
Aspiration - the starting point of the 
Company's operation

-Ensuring the long-term survival 
of the enterprise in the market.

-Ensuring that employees 
constantly feel the progress of 
the enterprise.

-Ensuring that the service rights 
and interests of customers never 
become invalid.

-Not pursuing profit maximization but 
rather maximizing growth to a certain 
level of profitability.

-Not swayed by short-term gains, 
always focusing on the core 
competitiveness of the enterprise.

-Achieving growth rates surpassing 
industry averages and surpassing 
major competitors.

riginal ntention 
o  rowth

rin i les o  
rowth
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Beauty Map

ey nter rise ontribution ward  by the eo le s overn ent o  ongkou istri t, 
Shanghai  Shanghai ive Star eauty and air Salon  awarded by the Shanghai air 
and eauty ndustry sso iation

In April 2023, CellCare was 
invited to participate in the 
6th China Brand Economy 
Summit and won the "2023 
Industry Influential Brand 
Award".

"The Second Greater Bay Area · JuMei · Six 
New High-Quality Release Conference: 'Born 
Anew, Crafting the Future'" COO Mr. Liu Jingfeng 
from Beauty Management Center of Beauty 
Farm shared practical insights live, as multiple 
brands stormed with short-term deployments of 
information, ushering in resilient growth!

Xi'an Beilin CellCare 
Comprehensive Outpatient 
Nursing Team - Awarded 
as the Advanced Collective 
of Quality Nursing in Beilin 
District in 2023

Manager Sun Lan - Awarded 
as the Advanced Individual 
in Quality Nursing in Beilin 
District in 2023

Beilin District Health 
Bureau, Xi'an City

Manager Lu Fen - Honored as 
an Outstanding Nurse with over 
20 years of Nursing Experience

Private Medical Institutions 
Association of Nanshan District, 
Shenzhen City

o with llergan  rand 
ward

Shanghai ongkou istri t 
ayor uality ward old 
ward

Beauty Footprint, Keep Up With Times

  nnual rand ono y Su it  S irer 
ward

  To   rands with ndustry n uen e in the 
nnual rand ono y nde

  S nnual To tier nstitution

  stablish ent o  the iodegradable ew aterials ei ing 
ngineering Laboratory  eauty ar   ell are ye 
e uvenation S e iali ed esear h enter

  stablish ent o  the ell are  llergan estheti s ral 
erioral nergy estheti s e onstration enter



Beauty Cutting-Edge, Professional Accreditation Benchmarking the United Nations Women's 
Empowerment Principles (WEPs)

he ma ority of customers and frontline employees of Beauty arm are women  hile 
providing beauty and health services to women, we also o er career development 
opportunities for women  ur corporate vision, foundation, and core values naturally 
focus on women s rights, using the opportunity of providing beauty and health 
services to actively harness the power of women  e adhere to initial aspiration of 

doing good and achieving beauty  to promote industry and social prosperity  

Chinese Association for Improving Birth 
Outcome and Child Development

Chinese Maternal and Child Health 
Association

Functional Medicine 
Professional Committee 
of the China Anti-Aging 
Promotion Association

Functional Medicine 
Branch of the Beijing 
Integrative Medicine 
Society

is an important topic for employee development and training at Beauty 
arm  hrough the Company s growth, we continuously support the 

development of female employees, helping them to gain better self
awareness, achieve self improvement, and shape their self identity  By 
assisting them in achieving economic independence through successful 
career development, we contribute to their enhanced family and social 
status and spread positive in uence to wider range of women in society  
Nowadays, we are continuously engaged in women s empowerment 
actions  e ac nowledge and respect the contributions of women in various 
aspects of society and the economy  e strive to align with international 
principles and ta e proactive measures to ful ll the principles of women s 
empowerment  ur goal is to promote gender e uality and harness the 
power of women in communities, wor places, business activities, and other 
areas  n the Report, we have started see ing alignment with the nited 
Nations omen s mpowerment Principles Ps  and putting them into 
practice  e plan to sign and oin the Ps in 

The develo ent o  wo en s leadershi
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02Beauty Mission, 
Corporate Governance 
and Sustainable 
Development

Establish ESG Committee and clearly define ESG 
responsibilities for each department

Conduct regular risk management and internal audits 
to ensure operational compliance

Strictly implement anti-corruption and clean 
management systems and processes

United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (UN SDGs）



We are committed to our core values, corporate social responsibility and creating sustainable value for our 
stakeholders. We strongly believe that sustainability is the key to our long-term success. We are committed 
to managing and developing our business in a sustainable manner that balances economic results, social 
responsibility and environmental protection. We actively incorporate the UNSDGs into our operational 
management in developing and practicing our vision, philosophy and values, adopt ESG policies on in 
compliance with the Listing Rules, and focus on responding to the expectations of our stakeholders and actively 
contributing to the selected SDGs in our business.

Beauty Farm will have an unwavering commitment to sustainable development and to achieving sustainability 
through effective management of ESG's affairs. We will continue to improve our practices to ensure that our 
business is aligned with our values, and that we are guided by ethical and social responsibility on the path to 
sustainable development together.

Sta eholder Communication 
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Materiality 
Assessment

Ris  Management 
and Control

Compliance 
peration

Anti raud and 
Anti Corruption

ntellectual Property 
Protection

Governance Mechanisms 
and Diversity Policies
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Sustainable Development 
Approaches and Goals

Sustainability 
Governance Structure

eauty ission, or orate overnan e 
and Sustainable evelo ent



Monitor annual ESG 
policy development and 

implementation

Approve annual ESG report

Sustainability 
Governance 
Structure
During the Reporting Period, we have improved the SG 
organi ational structure of the Group, forming a wor ing 
framewor  consisting of the Board of Directors, the Climate 
and SG Management Committee, and SG wor ing groups  
Relevant personnel from various business units and functional 
departments are integrated into the overall SG wor  of the 
Company, aiming to organically integrate SG management 
wor  with the e isting management system as much as possible  

e will further develop and re ne the scope of responsibilities 
of the SG wor ing groups, clarify the responsibilities of the 
Board of Directors, management, and e ecution layers in 

SG management, to steadily improve the Company s SG 
management level  At the same time, the Company actively 
e plores climate change management mechanisms to e amine 
and address climate ris s and opportunities faced by the 
Company and strengthen the Company s resilience against 
climate ris s

ur SG governance mechanism oversees the Group s SG 
development process from top down approach and promotes 
the Company s SG strategy, as well as regular reporting on 

SG matters and related feedbac  from the bottom up  he 
SG Management Committee reports to the Group s Board of 

Directors on ma or SG related matters and the achievement 
of SG ob ectives through regular meetings to ensure that the 
Board of Directors understands the operational practices are in 
line with the strategy and can rationali e the implementation 

details of the ob ectives and SG measures to ensure that 
the Group operates in responsible and sustainable manner 
and creates value for its sta eholders and maintains its 
competitive position in the mar et  he Board is responsible 
for developing, adopting and reviewing the Group s SG 
vision, policies and ob ectives, as well as collectively and 
holistically responsible for assessing, characteri ing and 
addressing our SG related ris s at least once a year  he 
Board may assess or engage an independent third party to 

assess environmental, social and governance ris s, review 
our e isting strategies, ob ectives and internal controls and 
then implement the necessary improvements to mitigate the 
ris s  Among other things, the Group s ris  and internal audit 
management system also clearly identi es and evaluates the 
ris s of the Group in various aspects  or details of the Group s 
approach in managing the relevant ris s, please refer to the 
section headed Ris  Management and Control  in this Report

Board

Climate and ESG Management Committee

ESG Working Group

Functional Departments and Operation Centers

Audit Committee

Beauty Farm CellCare NEOLOGY PALAISPA Functional 
Departments

Coordinate the Group's ESG efforts and objectives
Develop the Group's ESG strategy and policy
Identify potential risks that could impede the Group's sustainable 
development process
Discuss and decide on ESG Committee recommendations

Implement and execute the ESG process
Report ESG information regularly

Prepare ESG reports, benchmarking, communication and engagement
Oversee ESG progress in ESG working groups and divisions
Support Board in reviewing environmental, social and governance risks

Formulate ESG work plan, organize and guide ESG's work
Track ESG work progress and report regularly
Manage and collect ESG data

2.1
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Sustainable 
Development 
Approaches and 
Goals

e are committed to adopting a series of proactive 
sustainability measures in our business operations to 
ensure that our business is economically, socially, and 
environmentally sustainable in the long run  e support 
and adopt the NSDGs as the guiding framewor  for the 
Group s sustainable development and use this framewor  
as the foundation for setting up our SG development 
strategy, prioriti ing and focusing our attention on areas 
of relevance to our business and sta eholders in order to 
optimi e the use of resources to contribute to the SDGs

2.2

As a leading beauty service provider in China, 
we firmly believe that sustainability is an 
important factor in driving the progress of our 
industry and society.

Stakeholder 
Communication 
and Response

he Group attaches great importance to feedbac  from 
sta eholders and actively communicates with various 
sta eholders, ta ing into account the signi cance of their 
views on our business operations, management and 
performance and incorporating them into the consideration 
of our sustainable development strategy  hrough 
different communication channels and activities, such as 
regular meetings, seminars and community engagement 
activities, we maintain close contact with our internal and 
e ternal sta eholders to understand their concerns and 
e pectations
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Materiality Assessment
By assessing the level of stakeholders' concerns on various ESG issues and determining the level of materiality of the 
issues to the Group, we identify the issues that we need to focus on and consider in our ESG strategy and operations. 
During the year, the Board of Directors continued to engage an independent third-party consultant to conduct an objective 
materiality assessment of the issues, investigate the demands and expectations of stakeholders, review our existing 
strategies, objectives and internal controls, and formulate improvement measures to minimize risks and strengthen our 
ability to respond to risks.

With reference to the guidelines of various regulatory bodies, rating agencies, international standards and ESG issues of 
concern to the industry, we conducted a questionnaire survey on ESG issues with stakeholders such as management, 
employees, customers, investors/shareholders, suppliers, etc., in order to understand the views of the key groups and 
changes in requirements. 

The evaluation and expectations of stakeholders on the Group's ESG performance have been an important reference 
material for this assessment of ESG issues. At the same time, we are focusing on the concerns and requirements of 
stakeholders and systematically optimizing the company's ESG strategy and management policies.

denti ying ortant ssues
ssessing ssues ortant To 

Stakeholders

denti ying ey Stakeholders

IDENTIFICATION ASSESSMENT

REVIEW AND CONFIRMATION

dentify important issues in corporate 
governance, environment, employment, 
supply chain, operations, and social 
responsibility with reference to 
guidelines from various regulators, rating 
agencies, international standards, and 

SG topics of interest to the industry

A uestionnaire was set up with the identi ed 
important issues and sta eholders were invited 
to participate and e press their views  A total of 

,  valid uestionnaires were collected

dentify internal and e ternal ey 
sta eholders based on the Group s 
business

eviewing and on r ing nnual 
ateriality ssues

ANALYZING

naly ing ssues ortant to 
eauty ar

Based on the opinions of internal and e ternal 
sta eholders, the importance of the Group s 
wor  on each SG issue to its business and 
sta eholders was analy ed in two dimensions  
A total of  important issues were identi ed, 
while environmental issues had a lower 
importance in both dimensions

Based on the results of the important 
issues analy ed, management 
con rmed the results and too  into 
account all ma or and signi cant 
environmental, social and governance 
areas important to the development of 
the Group s business
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A total of valid 
questionnaires were 
collected

1,072
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Corporate Government Employment Operation

Environment Supply Chain  Social Responsibility

Governance Mechanism and 
Risk Management
Compliance Operation 
Anti-Corruption
Intellectual Property Right 
Protection

Compliance Employment 
Child Labour and Forced 
Labour Prevention
Employee Care and Welfare
Occupational Health and 
Safety
Diverse Development and 
Training

Quality Management
Product and Service 
Diversity
Consumer Protection
Compliance Marketing 
and Advertising

Climate Change Risk and 
Opportunity
Use of Resources
Emissions Management
Environmental and Natural 
Resources

Supply Chain Management
Responsible and Green 
Procurement

Charity and Educational 
Donations 
Contribution to Industry 
Development

High

HighLow

Level of im
portance to stakeholders

2023 ESG Materiality Matrix

Level of importance to the Group's operations
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Governance Mechanisms and 
Diversity Policies

Beauty Farm strictly complies with Appendix C1 of the Hong Kong Listing Rules, the "Corporate Governance Code" and the laws 
and regulations of the jurisdictions in which it operates, with the objective of safeguarding the interests of our stakeholders and 
the development of our business, in order to build and continuously improve our governance structure and rules of procedure, 
and to enhance the level of our governance.

At the same time, we continue to enhance internal management systems that align with the development of the Group, 
clarifying roles and responsibilities in decision ma ing, e ecution, and oversight  his uplifts the Group s governance standards, 
providing organi ational support and institutional safeguards for its development

he chairman of the Group provides the ultimate leadership to the Board by ensuring e ective functioning and discharging 
responsibilities  he Board serves as the cornerstone of the Group s governance structure, responsible for managing and 
operating our business

Governance Mechanisms 

2.5

Board of Directors

Corporate Governance Structure

Senior Management

Audit 
Committee

Remuneration 
Committee

Nomination 
Committee

Board of Directors

General Meeting of Shareholders

General Meeting of Shareholders, 
Board of Directors and its 
Committees

Nomination Committee

Remuneration Committee

Audit Committee

at least four times a year

at least once a year

Number of meetings held per year

at least once a year

at least once a year

at least twice a year
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n order to achieve sustainable and balanced growth in the 
beauty industry, the Group views the increasing diversity of 
the Board as a ey element to support the achievement of 
its strategic ob ectives and to maintain sustainable growth  

he Group has developed and implemented Board Diversity 
Policy, which is regularly reviewed by the Nomination 
Committee  his includes the development of Board policies 
that set measurable ob ectives and trac  progress towards 
those ob ectives  he Nomination Committee will also ma e 
recommendations on board retirement and succession 
planning at the Group s annual general meeting

n determining the composition of the Board, we consider 
the diversity of the Board in a number of ways and selections 
are benchmar ed against a range of diversity categories 
including, but not limited to, gender, age, cultural and 
educational bac ground, ethnicity, professional e perience, 
s ills, nowledge and length of service  All appointments to 
the Board are made on the basis of meritocracy, based on the 
diversity of s ills and e perience re uired to meet the needs 
of the various business sectors of the beauty industry  hen 
considering candidates, we give due consideration to the 
bene ts of diversity on the Board and continue to focus on 
the proportion of female e ecutives

The Board comprises eight members, including two executive 
Directors, three non-executive Directors, and three independent 
non-executive Directors, responsible for steering the direction 
and overseeing the development of the Group. The Board is 

Diversity Policies

24

62%

anage ent Tea  

Senior e loyees ro oted within the rou

Wo en

In order to promote gender diversity and enhance corporate 
governance, we will actively focus on diversifying and 
balancing the backgrounds of our Board of Directors 
and consider increasing the number of individuals with 
relevant experience in sustainability, as well as identifying 
female candidates with suitable qualifications for Board 
membership based on the actual needs of the Board of 
Directors, and endeavoring to achieve the goal of 20% female 
representation on the Board of Directors when suitable 
candidates are available (currently at 12.5%). Currently, 23 
out of 37 members of the management team, or 62%, are 
women, 24 of whom are senior employees promoted within 
the Group as part of our efforts to promote gender equality. 
By increasing women's representation on the Board of 
Directors and in management, we will further strengthen 
the fairness and transparency of our corporate governance 
and enhance our reputation in society and the industry. 
We expect this initiative to bring broader perspective to the 
Group and set an example for other companies to follow in 
promoting gender equality and diversity in business.

Independence 
of Board

25%38%
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Over 60 years
old

50 –  60 years old40 –  50 
years old

30 –  40 
years old Female

Male Independent Non-
Executive Director

Non-Executive 
Director Executive

Director

Financial
Accounting

Law

Medicine

Investm
ent

and
M

anagem
ent

Cosmetology

Engineering

responsible for the overall governance, supervision and regular 
review of the Group and guarantees long-term interests of 
the Group and stakeholders. The Board has established three 
committees, namely the Audit Committee, Remuneration 
Committee, and Nomination Committee, to ensure the proper 
operation of the Group. These committees are responsible for 
evaluating and advising on significant decisions, providing 
oversight, and maintaining high level of governance standards. 
Through their efforts, the Group aims to enhance transparency, 
credibility, and accountability, thereby strengthening 
stakeholder confidence.
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Risk 
Management 
and Control

We strengthen internal control and risk management through 
clear organizational structure and established systems. In 
accordance with the regulatory laws such as the Securities and 
Futures Ordinance of the Hong Kong Securities and Futures 
Commission and the Listing Rules of the Hong Kong Stock 
Exchange, as well as the Company's articles of association, the 
Group has formulated "Risk Management System" based on 
actual business situation. We have established comprehensive 
risk management and control system to identify and evaluate 
various uncertain events that may affect the Group's goals. 
We implement appropriate measures to ensure that the 
impact of these events is within an acceptable range. Our 
risk management and internal control system have clear 
organizational structure, defined responsibilities, power 
limitations, reporting methods, and accountability to identify 
and manage potential risks and safeguard the Group's assets.

The Group's Board of Directors is fully responsible for overall 
risk management of the Group and has established preliminary 
risk and internal audit management system. This system is 
used to assess and determine the nature and extent of risks 
that the Group is willing to undertake in order to achieve its 
strategic objectives. Our Chairman and respective departments 
are responsible for functional department risk management. 
Under the guidance of the Audit Committee, the Group's 
Audit Department, Financial Center, Legal Department, and 

Medical Management Department jointly form the Group's 
internal control and risk management system. They manage 
the risk factors within their respective departments within 
the risk management framework of the Beauty Farm. The 
Audit Department takes the lead and is required to submit 
risk management report to the Audit Committee every 
six months, covering risk identification, assessment, and 
response measures. Regular discussions and improvements 
to the system are carried out regarding risk management and 

2.6

internal monitoring. Management departments and business 
units are primarily responsible for identifying risks within 
their respective departments, while the Audit Committee 
and the Internal Audit Department regularly report to the 
Board of Directors, review and evaluate the results of the risk 
management process, and provide improvement suggestions. 
The Risk Management Department, based on the results of risk 
assessment, collaboratively determines specific measures and 
methods for risk control and formulates risk control plans.

Managing strategic planning, operational plans, 
and risk factors in actual business operations is an 
important aspect of our Company's governance. 

Six Major 
Risk Types

Strategy eration

inan ial

arket n or ation

Legal

The Board of Directors and relevant 
functional departments identify 
external and internal risks facing 
the Group based on the Company's 
strategic planning, operation planning, 
and business budgets.

The Risk Management Department determines 
specific measures and instruments for risk control 
based on the results of the risk assessment, and the 
Board of Directors ensures the appropriateness and 
effectiveness of risk response measures. 

Risk control programs are jointly developed:

Risk Identification Risk Response

Rating Manual

Control Process

Management System

Internal Control Manual

The Board of Directors and relevant functional departments assess identified 
risks based on two main guidelines: risk measurement and scoring criteria, 
and the severity of impact on the organization's objectives. A comprehensive 
assessment is conducted using both qualitative and quantitative methods. 

Risk Assessment
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The Group has also established "Internal Audit System" 
to implement national audit regulations and develop 
detailed implementation rules suitable for internal audit 
work within the Group. This system is put in place to 
safeguard shareholder investments and the Group's assets. 
Additionally, regular inspections, evaluations, and feedback 
are conducted to assess the integrity, reasonableness, and 
effectiveness of the Group's internal control system. For 
each year, the Internal Audit Department develops annual 
internal audit work plan based on the Group's annual work 
plan. They examine, evaluate, and provide feedback on 
the integrity, reasonableness, and effectiveness of internal 
control system within the Company and its subsidiaries. The 
department submits annual internal audit work report to the 
Board of Directors and reports any significant deficiencies or 
risks in internal controls. This ensures that relevant issues are 
promptly addressed, monitored, and rectified to effectively 
reduce or eliminate non-compliance risks within the Group. 
The Internal Audit Department also alerts management to 
the presence of fraud and corruption risks and undertakes 
specific corrective actions and enhancements based on 
identified deficiencies. They promote the participation of 
all employees in supervision, improve internal controls, and 
effectively mitigate various operational risks.

n , the Group continued to deepen its internal control 
wor  by conducting regular audits for the Group s 
operational processes  Strict adherence to relevant laws and 
regulations and the standardi ation of employee conduct 
were emphasi ed to prevent any actions that could harm the 
legitimate rights and interests of the Group, shareholders, 
and employees  hroughout the year, we have conducted 
a total of  internal audit pro ects covering different 
business cycles  hese audits included sales operations, 
procurement operations, inventory management, ed asset 
management, nancial reporting, warehousing, and general 
controls for computer information environments  nternal 
control issues within each business process were addressed 
and recti ed by respective department s management

In 2023, the Group published operational strategy with the motto "Stay Resolute, Innovate for Breakthroughs". This strategy analyzed the fundamental state of the industry, determined 
the Company's operational plans, and developed strategies that considered both short-term and long-term goals while managing strategic risks. The Group has established "Risk 
Management System" that outlines three-level risk management process. This system covers risk identification, risk assessment, and risk response, providing clear guidelines for risk 
management procedures and standardizing related workflow processes.
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Compliance Operation
We believe that responsible operations in compliance with laws and regulations are the principles for our sustainable development. We have established relevant rules and regulations in various business areas and guide our employees to adhere 
to provisions of relevant laws and regulations concerning compliance operations, environmental protection, employment, occupational health, fire safety, product liability, consumer rights protection, advertising, and promotion. We conduct our 
business honestly, diligently, in accordance with the law, promote fair competition, and operate with integrity, while strictly adhere to business ethics standards.

Compliance with 
Business Licenses and 
Qualifications

Personnel
Compliance

Projects
Compliance

Escrow for
Prepayments 
Compliance

hen selecting store locations, the Group 
has already ta en compliance factors into 
consideration  n addition to considering 
commercial  condit ions,  the Group 
considers the necessary conditions for 
site selection, such as the land use rights 
certificate, property ownership certificate, 
and fire safety records of the leased 
premises that are in line with the Group s 
business format

During the design and construction 
process, priority is also given to comply 
with re safety and healthcare regulations  

he Group re uires that stores must be 
completed necessary ualifications, 
including business licenses, public health 
permits for beauty and health stores , 
medical institution practice licenses for 
medical related stores , and fire safety 
certi cations, before opening for business

he frontl ine beauty therapists  and 
consultants employed in the Group s lifestyle 
and beauty business are not sub ect to 
mandatory administrative approval or the 
re uirement to obtain professional licensing 
through e aminations as per specific legal 
regulations  However, we still provide training 
with a period of  to  months for frontline 
beauty therapists before reporting their 
duties  his training is conducted to ensure 
the delivery of standardi ed services in 
accordance with the Company s standards

All  doctors employed in the Group s 
healthcare business have obtained their 
physician practicing licenses and have 
completed necessary registration at the 
medical institutions where they practice  
Similarly, the nurses hired have obtained 
re uired nursing ualifications and have 
completed necessary registration at the 
medical institutions where they perform their 
duties

he cosmetics used in the Beauty arm s 
beauty pro ects have obtained domestic 
cosmetic registrations that comply with 
their intended use  mported products 
have also obtained corresponding import 
cosmetic registrations and have been 
imported through proper procedures  

he instruments and products used in the 
medical pro ects have the corresponding 
Class , Class , and Class  medical 
device certificates, and the distribution 
and manufacturing institutions possess 
corresponding ualifications for operation 
and production of medical devices  he 
aforementioned ualifications will be 
verified during the establishment of 
the supplier database and selection 
of products, and they are recorded as 
necessary attachments in the master data 
system

Considering Beauty arm s prepayment 
m o d e l ,  w e  a c t i v e l y  g u a r d  a ga i n st 
management r is s  associated with 
prepayment funds  n accordance with 
relevant laws and regulations governing 
prepaid cards, Beauty arm has completed 
the registration of single purpose prepaid 
cards  his ensures that government 
authorities are aware of the amount, 
balance, and details of collected prepaid 
funds  here are also restrictions on 
individual prepayment amounts, e ectively 
regulating the use of prepaid card funds 
to safeguard the security of customer 
prepayment funds  n terms of fund 
custody, performance guarantee insurance 
method is employed, underwritten by 
Ping An nsurance Company of China  his 
effectively protects the rights of members 
a n d  e n s u re s  w o r r y f re e  co n s u m e r 
e perience

As a pioneer in industry informati ation, 
Beauty arm not only utili es information 
technology to provide customers with 
better e periences but also pays attention 
to compliance re uirements outlined in 
relevant national laws and regulations 
r e g a r d i n g  t h e  u s e  o f  i n f o r m a t i o n 
technology  Systems involving customer 
identity information have completed evel 

 security assessment and certification, 
while systems involving general customer 
information have completed evel  
security assessment and certi cation

2.7

Information Security 
Compliance
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Anti-Fraud and Anti-Corruption

Our Group attaches great importance to compliance 
and anti-corruption efforts to ensure the integrity and 
ethical conduct of the Company. In accordance with 
relevant laws and regulations, including the "Anti-Unfair 
Competition Law of the People's Republic of China" and 
"Interim Provisions on Prohibiting Commercial Bribery", 
we have developed "Anti-Fraud and Anti-Briber y 
Management System" and established corresponding 
internal control systems. We also conduct awareness 
campaigns throughout the Company to promote these 
measures.

he Board of Directors plays leadership role in anti fraud 
and anti bribery e orts by overseeing the establishment 
and improvement of the Company s anti fraud and anti
bribery culture  hey ensure the effective operation of 
the internal control system  e have established ntegrity 

eadership Group consisting of the Chairman and senior 
management, responsible for ongoing supervision 
of the Company s anti fraud and anti bribery efforts  
Departments such as finance, legal, and audit actively 
participate in compliance management  he heads of 
these departments bear the responsibility for managing 
and preventing fraudulent and corrupt activities

e strongly oppose any form of bribery and ta e serious 
disciplinary measures against employees who violate 
anti corruption policies  n severe cases, employment 
relationships will be terminated  e actively comply 
with relevant laws and regulations, such as the Anti
Money aundering aw of the People s Republic of 
China, the People s Ban  of China s Regulations on Anti
Money aundering for inancial nstitutions , and the 

Anti Money aundering and Anti errorist inancing 
Guidelines for Payment and Settlement rgani ations  

e have developed Anti Money aundering and Anti
errorist inancing Management System  to strengthen 

our e orts in combating money laundering and terrorist 
nancing, as well as to regulate the use of prepaid cards

he audit department conducts speciali ed audits on 
the entire process of issuing valuable vouchers cards 
and non valuable vouchers cards, based on e isting ris  
management mechanisms  hey provide improvement 
suggestions, including establishing incompatible position 
review mechanism and strengthening post management, 
to form a closed loop management system

2.8

Prevent

Reduce

Handle

Establishment of code of ethics and 
provision of training for staff

Contractually and ethically regulate 
parties with whom the Company 
does business

Encourage employees to report violation 
of the Code of Ethics, and promptly refer to 
the judicial authorities or discipline relevant 
persons

Customers

ode o  loyee ro essional thi s

egulated arties

The udit e art ent is ri arily 
res onsible or

Agents

Creditor 
and Debtor

Email WeChat TelMail

Suppliers Investors

employees from violating 
professional ethics

opportunities for corruption
and fraud

any unscrupulous business 
practices
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 "Tree Hole Little Beauty", direct channel of communication with executives
We encourage employees and department heads to have 
obligation to report any violations of regulations and laws in 
their daily work. To facilitate this, we have established reporting 
channels and internal reporting procedures while striving to 
protect the privacy and data of whistleblowers. Additionally, 
reporting reward system has been established to encourage 
employees to supervise and report illegal activities. Within our 
Group, we strictly adhere to the "Code of Employee Professional 
Ethics", which provides detailed regulations on principles 
such as honesty and trustworthiness, conflict of interest 
management, stakeholder relations, information disclosure and 
confidentiality, protection of company assets, whistleblowing 
and penalties, and anti-fraud measures. Major fraud cases 
involving amounts exceeding RMB 50,000 or involving executives 
at or above the departmental level are directly reported to the 
Board of Directors by the leadership group. Other fraud cases 
involving amounts below RMB 50,000 or involving executives 
below the departmental level are registered and investigated 
according to the "Internal Reporting Procedures", with follow-
up on the handling results. After the investigation of anti-fraud 
and anti-bribery cases is concluded, if fraudulent or corrupt 
behavior is indeed confirmed, the leadership group should 

Beauty Farm has integrated with Enterprise WeChat as an internal employee communication platform. The Group has 
established a dedicated account called "Tree Hole Little Beauty" as convenient channel for employee complaints and 
reports. The account is jointly managed by the Group's HR Director and other executives, who take turns handling the 
backend management. They provide direct responses to the issues raised by employees, ensuring prompt handling 
of feedback. The handling of issues through this account adheres to the principles of fairness and impartiality. Strict 
confidentiality measures are implemented to safeguard employee information and ensure smooth operation of the 
complaint channel and the security of employee privacy.

recommend to the management to impose corresponding 
internal economic and administrative disciplinary measures 
according to the Company's relevant rules and regulations. After 
careful consideration, the responsible individuals may be 
subjected to fines of a certain amount. In cases of severe nature, 
the Company may terminate their labor contracts. If the fraudulent 
or corrupt behavior violates relevant laws, it should be reported to 
the government authorities or judicial agencies for legal action.

e are committed to creating a wor  environment that 
promotes anti corruption and integrity  Prior to the promotion 
of e ecutives, we conduct public notifications and gather 
feedbac  from various parties  e handle whistleblowing 
information impartially and have formulated the nternal 
Reporting Procedures , which are distributed to every director 
and employee to ensure their awareness of relevant policies 
and provide a clear framewor  to follow  e will continue to 
adhere to the principles of compliance and anti corruption, 
maintaining a wor  culture of honesty and integrity, and 
contributing to the sustainable development of the Company 
and the prosperity of society  During the Reporting Period, 
we have not been involved in any litigation cases related to 
embe lement, bribery, fraud, deception, or money laundering

histleblowing acceptance email  shen ibu beautyfarm com cn

histleblowing acceptance hotline    e tension 

histleblowing acceptance department  Beauty arm Audit Department

histleblowing acceptance address  th loor, u ia ui ast ower,  
Dongdaming Road, Hong ou District, Shanghai

ther channel  nterprise eChat account ree Hole ittle Beauty

2023 Group Highlight Measures

Whistleblowing Channel
Signing the 

ntegrity 
Disclosure 

Notice

stablishing 
the ntegrity 

eadership 
Group

Beauty Farm has incorporated the "Integrity Disclosure Notice" as an annex to construction 
agreements and design commissioning agreements. The notice stipulates anti-corruption 
provisions and publicizes the reporting channels and responsible departments. In 2023, all 
14 construction partners of Beauty Farm have signed the "Integrity Disclosure Notice" with 
100% compliance rate. This ensures that both parties engage in economic activities based on 
the principles of fairness, impartiality, transparency, and integrity, thereby safeguarding the 
legitimate rights and interests of both parties.

The members of the leadership group are comprised of the Chairman and senior executives 
of the Company. They actively supervise and urge the management to establish and improve 
the Company's anti-fraud and anti-bribery culture, as well as establish a robust internal control 
system that includes measures to prevent fraud and bribery. They are also responsible for 
approving the handling recommendations for anti-fraud and anti-bribery cases and are open 
to appeals regarding the handling recommendations. 
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Intellectual 
Property 
Protection
We strictly adhere to the relevant laws and regulations 
concerning intellectual property, such as the "Trademark 
Law of the People's Republic of China", "Patent Law of the 
People's Republic of China" and "Administrative Measures 
for Internet Domain Names". We are committed to protecting 
our rights in accordance with the law and have established 
comprehensive intellectual property management system. 
We firmly believe that protecting our intellectual property is 
crucial factor in achieving sustainable business success and 
maintaining competitiveness. We monitor our intellectual 
property through databases and other sources of information 
and have developed contingency plans for patent protection 
and enforcement.
We have implemented standardized management for 
trademarks, patents, domain names, and other intellectual 
property rights. We have established the "Intellectual Property 
Application System" which provides employees with clear 
guidelines and procedures for applying of intellectual property 
rights, ensuring the effective protection and maintenance of the 
Group's intellectual property in an orderly manner. During the 
Reporting Period, there were no significant cases of infringement 
on third-party intellectual property rights, and we have not 
received any notices regarding major infringements or disputes 
related to the protection of intellectual property rights.
We will continue to abide by relevant laws and regulations, 
strengthen intellectual property management, and protect our own 
intellectual property rights. We will also establish good cooperative 
relationships with other companies and partners to jointly promote 
the development of intellectual property protection.

2023 Intellectual Property Overview

31

8
Online 

Intellectual 
Property

306
Registered 

Trademarks 
in China

10
Copyrights of Artworks 

Registered in China

Trademarks 
undergo 

registration 
process

42
Copyrights of 

Software Registered 
in China

4
Registered 

Trademarks 
in Hong Kong

7
Patents Pending 

Approval in 
China

14
Utility Model 

Patents Registered 
in China  
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03Beauty in 
Harmony with 
Nature

Reduce excessive packaging of consumables and 
develop recyclable post-operative masks

Promote low carbon and paperless office in stores 
and offices

Optimize use of energy and water to reduce waste

United Nations Sustainable Development  Goals



Based on actual situation of our business, we continuously 
revise and improve internal systems to ensure that 
various pollutant emissions comply with national and 
local standards  During the Reporting Period, we strictly 
complied with relevant laws and regulations and did not 
have any violations  e will continue our e orts to ensure 
that the concept of coe istence of beauty and green 
ecology is fully re ected in our business operations

Environmental Management 
System

3.1

Beauty Farm strictly adheres to laws and regulations such as "Environmental Protection Law of 
the People's Republic of China", "Law of the People's Republic of China on the Prevention and 
Control of Soil Pollution", "Law of the People's Republic of China on the Prevention and Control 
of Water Pollution", "Law of the People's Republic of China on the Prevention and Control of 
Solid Waste Pollution" and "Regulations on the Administration of Pollutant Discharge Permits". 
We have formulated a series of environmental management and energy-saving measures. 

n terms of store decoration and design, we also pay 
more attention to the use of environmentally friendly 
materials  e have gradually upgraded the building 
materials of e isting stores and installed air purification 
devices based on environmental conditions of the stores  
location  Before opening of newly renovated stores, we 
hire professional third party organi ations to conduct air 
treatment  e proceed with the opening for business, only 
after the pollutant monitoring results meet the standard 
re uirements  

Environmental 
Management System

Climate Change Ris s 
and pportunities

ptimi ing Resource 
Management
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Climate Change Risks and Opportunities
As of the end of the reporting year, our business 
operations or financial performance have not been 
significantly affected by climate change or e treme 
weather conditions  However, regarding the ris s 
arising from changes in policies, laws, technologies, 
and mar ets aimed at mitigating and adapting to 
climate change transition ris s , the Group is still at 
the preliminary stage of identifying relevant ris s and 
implementing corresponding mitigation measures  

he Group recogni es the importance of sound 

governance arrangements for effectively managing 
climate related ris s  e will continue to collaborate 
with third party SG advisors to incorporate climate 
ris s into the Group s enterprise ris  management 
framewor  e will also promptly establish climate
related goals and indicators and disclose them to the 
board of directors and sta eholders through annual SG 
reports, monitoring the progress made in achieving each 
designated ey performance indicator

3.2

The Group believes that our business is not easily affected by climate change. Most of our 
operations are located in first-tier and new first-tier cities, which have higher resilience to 
extreme weather events such as typhoons, storms, and heavy rainfall in terms of rainwater 
drainage, building structures, communication infrastructure, and power grid facilities. 
Therefore, we believe that the impact of extreme weather on the Group's operations is limited.

Ris  Description

Mitigation 
Measures

Ris  of non compliance with relevant laws and regulations e g  Hong ong Stoc  change SG 
guidelines

acing legal or regulatory actions, business disruptions, reputational and or nancial losses

 ncreased capital investment and compliance costs

ncreased ris  for the Group as it may not meet the growing 
focus on SG performance

acing reputational and or nancial losses, or increased capital 
investment and mar eting costs 

ncreased fre uency and severity of e treme weather events 
such as typhoons, storms, and heavy rainfall

May potentially damage the power grid, communication 
infrastructure, or cause flooding, hindering and endangering 
the wor  of our employees, resulting in decreased capability 
and productivity

he Group faces ris s associated with non performance and 
delayed performance, leading to business interruptions, nancial 
losses, employee in uries, or increased capital investment

n order to minimi e potential ris s and ha ards, the Group 
has implemented e ible wor  arrangements and preventive 
measures during adverse or e treme weather conditions  his 
includes participating in emergency drills for environmental 
incidents at o ce spaces and store buildings

Regularly monitor e isting and emerging trends, policies, and regulations related to climate to avoid 
cost increases, non compliance nes, or reputational ris s due to delayed response

ngaged third party SG professionals to provide SG reporting services, ensuring the uality and 
accuracy of the group s SG reporting and compliance with relevant regulations

Regularly meet with SG professionals to stay informed about the latest SG news and regulatory 
updates, enabling timely actions to be ta en

Promoted the Group s sustainable development efforts 
through online and o ine channels

ngaged with sta eholders to understand their changing 
demands and perspectives on the Group s performance and 
disclose corresponding information in the annual SG report

ncreasingly stringent regulatory disclosures related to climate change ncreasing e pectations from sta eholders treme weather

Transition risk Physical Risk
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Optimizing Resource 
Management
We have always adhered to the principles of green development and coexistence with nature, 
actively responding to the national "dual carbon" strategy. By optimizing our energy structure 
and improving energy efficiency, we contribute to energy conservation, emissions reduction, 
and minimizing resource waste. We are committed to creating safer and more sustainable 
community environment.

3.3

Environmental Target
●  e  anticipate that the total 

electricity and water consumption 
in ne t two years will increase as 
we e pand our store networ  and 
e pect an increase in the total 
number of customer visits  e will 
continue to improve energy and 
water efficiency in our operations 
to fulfill our environmental and 
social responsibilities  Additionally, 
we plan to reduce the energy 
usage per customer visit in ne t 
two years

●  Due to the nature of our business, we do not consume 
significant amount of water in our day to day operations  
However, we intend to reduce the average annual water 
consumption per store by  in ne t two years  e plan to 
continue monitoring water usage and upgrading wastewater 
treatment capacity to incorporate the use of recycled water 
when necessary  e e pect to e plore potential energy saving 
solutions during the production process and improve the 
e ciency of energy and resource utili ation  Additionally, we 
anticipate enhancing employee awareness of environmental 
protection and resource conservation through ongoing 
training e orts

he electricity consumption of our Group is also a ma or source of indirect greenhouse gas emissions  
herefore, to improve energy efficiency and reduce related greenhouse gas emissions, the following 

energy saving measures have been implemented in our stores and o ces

Energy Management

All our stores and office locations actively 
promote paperless operations, advocating for the 
use of electronic documents as a replacement 
for traditional paper files  his initiative aims to 
reduce resource waste and control costs

e focus on cultivating energy saving awareness 
among employees and promote the habit of 
turning off power sources when not in use  e 
widely utili e smart remote soc ets in office 
spaces  hrough mobile application, we can 
remotely control power switches, monitor real
time energy consumption of appliances, reduce 
unnecessary power waste, and e ectively prevent 
potential safety ha ards caused by prolonged 
appliance operation

e encourage the reuse of delivery pac ages 
and the adoption of sustainable pac aging 
materials to minimi e pac aging waste and 
contribute to environmental protection

e advocate for energy conservation and 
remind employees of lights out time in office 
areas through notifications on the enterprise 

eChat platform  e encourage the last person 
leaving the o ce area to turn o  the lights and 
collaborate with the property management 
of the office space to chec  for lights left on 
during nighttime patrols, aiming to reduce 
energy waste

Electricity 
consumption

Water 
consumption

During the Reporting 
Period

he Group s total electricity consumption was appro imately ith an intensity of per ten thousand RMB 
in revenue

0.05liters of gasoline

ith an intensity of  liters per ten thousandAdditionally, the Group consumed appro imately

11,763.96liters of gasoline10,347,675.11kWh 48.13kWh
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he Group s core business primarily involves providing 
various series of beauty, wellness, and medical aesthetic 
services and products  n the course of daily business 
operations, the main types of emissions generated include 
greenhouse gases from the use of electricity in offices 
and stores, e haust gases and greenhouse gases from 
Company s vehicles or employee s travel, medical waste 
generated during the provision of medical aesthetic services 
to customers, construction waste generated during the 
opening, renovation, or closure of stores, various ha ardous 
and non ha ardous waste generated during the routine 
operations of o ces and stores such as paper waste, used 
light bulbs, empty toner cartridges, pac aging materials 
from used beauty products , as well as domestic wastewater  

he Group str ictly  adheres to al l  applicable ma or 
environmental protection laws, regulations, and pollution 
control measures in the regions where it operates, such as 

Solid aste Pollution Prevention and Control aw of the 
People s Republic of China , ater Pollution Prevention 
and Control aw of the People s Republic of China , 

nvironmental mpact Assessment aw of the People s 
Republic of China , the Regulations on Pollutant Discharge 
Permit Management , the Regulations on Medical aste 
Management , the aw on the Prevention and Control of 
nfectious Diseases of the People s Republic of China  and 
the Regulations on rban Drainage and Sewage reatment , 

etc  he Group has always handled emissions in accordance 
with relevant regulations and is committed to reducing waste 
and emissions generated in its various business operations 
in order to reduce environmental pollution and achieve 
sustainable development in harmony with the ecosystem
Due to the nature of the Group s business, the Group is basically 
not involved in the production process and does not generate 
a large amount of pollutants e g , production wastewater, 
ammonia and nitrogen compounds, chemical o ygen demand, 
etc  and wastes, e cept for greenhouse gas emissions  

herefore, we have not yet established speci c emission targets  

Emission Management

5,932.57    
tonnes of carbon 
dioxide equivalent

he Group s greenhouse gas emissions 
resulting from electricity consumption and 
vehicle fuel consumption amounted to 
appro imately 

0.03 tonnes of carbon 
dioxide equivalent

he emission intensity per 
ten thousand RMB in revenue

14.32kilograms

he emissions from vehicle e haust 
amounted to appro imately 

During the Reporting Period

 ilograms of nitrogen o ides
 ilograms of sulfur o ides
 ilograms of particulate matter

Note:1The calculation methods for greenhouse gas emissions (Scope 1 and 2) and vehicle emissions from gasoline and electricity mainly refer to the "Reporting Guidance on Environmental KPIs" issued by the Hong Kong Stock Exchange.

However, the Group continuously monitors its own emissions 
and evaluates the implementation of its emission management 
policies  hen necessary, for e ample, if the pollutant discharge 
fee accounts for a certain proportion of the Group s operating 
e penses, relevant emission targets will be established  

urthermore, since the ma ority of greenhouse gas emissions 
generated by the Group come from purchased electricity 
consumption, the goal of reducing greenhouse gases aligns 
with the ob ective of reducing energy consumption please refer 
to the nvironmental arget  for more details  Additionally, 
when selecting suppliers, we prioriti e collaborating with those 
implementing clean production practices
During the Reporting Period, the Group s operations strictly 
adhered to the environmental laws and regulations of 
local governments  here were no confirmed incidents of 
violations or non compliance related to emissions that had 
signi cant impact on the Group

he water used in both the offices and stores of our Group 
is sourced from the municipal water supply, and there is no 
wastewater discharge resulting from production processes  
During the Reporting Period, the Group did not encounter 
any issues related to accessing water resources  mbracing 
our environmental responsibility, we strive to effectively 
utili e water resources by integrating water saving practices 
into various aspects of our daily operations  e actively 
implement water saving measures and leverage water
saving technologies to promote sustainable water resource 
utili ation

During the Reporting Period, the Group utili ed appro imately 
,  cubic meters of water resources, with density of 
 cubic meters per ten thousand RMB in revenue

Water Resource 
Management

he washrooms in our Group s office areas and 
some stores are e uipped with automatic sensor 
faucets that intelligently ad ust water flow and 
timing  Regular inspections and maintenance of 
water facilities and pipelines are carried out to 
achieve our water saving and environmental goals  

e also emphasi e the importance of water 
conservation starting from employees  daily lives  
By fostering a proper understanding of water 
usage and strengthening their environmental 
awareness,  we ensure responsible water 
consumption and eliminate wasteful practices  

o enhance employees  awareness of water 
conservation in public areas, we display water
saving slogans and messages in our offices and 
stores  hese efforts aim to minimi e water 
consumption and ma imi e our contribution to 
water resource conservation
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he Group s business operations do not involve the use of 
ha ardous or dangerous substances, nor do they generate 
to ic, harmful, or ha ardous waste  However, in the process 
of providing services to customers, we do need to handle 
medical waste and materials generated by medical aesthetic 
operations, such as used disposable medical supplies and 
e uipment, including syringes, cotton pads, and other 
wound dressings  e strictly comply with relevant laws 
and regulations, including Regulations on Medical aste 
Management  and Measures for the Management of Medical 

aste in Medical and Health nstitutions , etc  e engage 
third party waste management companies holding valid 

Medical aste Management icense  issued by the local 
ecological environment bureau to regularly collect, transport, 
and dispose of the waste  e also have contingency plans in 
place to address any une pected incidents

n order to effectively prevent and control the potential 
environmental ha ards caused by medical waste, the Group 
actively ta es corresponding measures and establishes 
standardi ed management system from three dimensions  
compliant handling, safe storage, and employee education  

he Group engages ualified and compliant third party 
entities to handle medical waste, ensuring compliance 
with relevant regulations and standards  t also establishes 
secure storage facilities that meet the re uired standards 
to ensure that medical waste does not pose any harm to 
the environment and individuals in store premises and 
surrounding areas during the storage process  hile our 
daily business processes inevitably generate medical waste, 
we are committed to reducing its generation  e educate 
our employees on the proper handling of medical waste and 
continuously remind them to avoid e cessive use of materials 
in daily operations and treatment procedures

In the future, we plan to regularly assign personnel from 
the legal department to conduct periodic inspections 
on the implementation of guidelines related to the 
disposal of medical waste, aiming to ensure the effective 
implementation of the aforementioned measures.

Medical Waste Management

Note;1Medical waste is generated from two brands of clinics that provide medical aesthetic products and services, namely Neology and CellCare.

Compliance Handling Safe Storage Employee Education

All medical waste generated by the Group 
is entrusted to a ualified third party for 
compliant treatment and a ha ardous waste 
disposal agreement has been signed for 
regular collection, separate transportation and 
disposal

Medical waste is generally stored in stores for 
no more than  hours, and stores are also 
placed in lea proof, sharps penetration proof 
special pac aging and closed containers in 
accordance with the regulations, with clear 
warning labels and regular disinfection and 
cleaning of the temporary storage facilities

Sta  are educated on the proper handling of 
medical waste, the management s ills and 

nowledge of relevant operational staff are 
enhanced, and sta  are constantly reminded 
to avoid e cessive use of materials in daily 
operations and treatment processes

15,933.74 kilograms

the Group generated a total of medical waste

0.07 kilograms

he emission intensity was per 
ten thousand RMB in revenue

During the Reporting Period

he waste was disposed of by uali ed third party waste management companies

Optimizing Resource 
Management

nvironmental 
Management System

Climate Change Ris s 
and pportunities
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Most of the Group s stores are located in shopping centers  
arious types of waste and wastewater generated from the 

stores operations and office activities, such as paper waste, 
pac aging materials of used beauty products, discarded 
light tubes, toner cartridges, and domestic wastewater, are 
collected and disposed of by the property management 
company  As for construction waste generated from opening 
new stores, renovations, or store closures, they are collected 
and disposed of by the construction contractor  aste 
management is an essential part of preventing and controlling 
environmental pollution  Although the Group is not directly 
involved in the centrali ed collection and disposal of waste, it 
is committed to implementing various measures such as waste 
reduction, recycling, and promoting employee awareness of 
environmental protection  he aim is to reduce waste at the 
source, promote waste recycling and reuse, and minimi e the 
environmental impact of the Group s daily operations  or 
e ample, when signing contracts with construction contractors, 
the Group includes clauses for civili ed construction to ensure 
e ective measures are ta en to control or eliminate noise, dust, 
and other construction waste generated during the construction 
period  he strategic development department conducts 
regular inspections of construction progress to assess the 
implementation of waste disposal measures by the construction 
contractors  he Group also follows the re uirements of the 
property management company by sorting and placing various 
types of waste generated by the stores in designated garbage 
collection areas or recycling bins

Pac aging materials for beauty products are ma or source 
of pac aging waste  e have implemented a series of 
measures to reduce the amount of pac aging materials 
used and promote recyclability and sustainability  ur goal 
is to provide customers with high uality products while 
ensuring pac aging safety and protection, and avoiding 
e cessive pac aging whenever possible  he Group primarily 
procures pac aging materials from suppliers  During the 
procurement process, we collaborate with suppliers to 
see  innovative pac aging solutions that reduce waste and 
improve pac aging sustainability  e strive to minimi e the 
use of unnecessary pac aging materials by incorporating 
environmental elements into the design of product 

Waste and Wastewater Management Packaging Material Management

Note:
1 The non-hazardous waste data currently reported mainly includes 

wastepaper generated from the offices and stores. The Group has 
not yet established a system for collecting and compiling data on 
other non-hazardous waste (such as used beauty products packaging 
materials, cardboard boxes, shopping bags, etc.). The Group will 
discuss with third parties on various effective and feasible methods 
for data collection to ensure that more comprehensive non-hazardous 
waste data can be provided in reports in the future.

2 The packaging data only includes packaging materials directly 
purchased by the Group and does not currently include packaging 
from the product suppliers.

8,367.66 kilograms

he Group generated a total of non ha ardous waste

0.04 kilograms

he emission intensity was per ten 
thousand RMB in revenue

During the Reporting Period

he waste was disposed of by ualified third party waste 
management companies

74,516.44 kilograms

he Group used a total of pac aging materials

0.35 kilograms

he density of pac aging material 
usage was per ten thousand RMB 
in revenue

During the Reporting Period

pac aging  his aligns with the Group s focus on design and 
streamlining as primary design considerations, aiming to 
reduce resource waste

e understand the importance of pac aging material 
management in reducing environmental impact and promoting 
sustainable development  hrough continuous improvement 
of our pac aging strategies and implementation of 
environmental measures, we are committed to reducing 
resource consumption and minimi ing waste generation  

ur goal is to gradually increase the proportion of recycled 
materials in pac aging materials and provide customers with 
more environmentally friendly product choices
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Strictly control the selection of products to provide customers with 
standardized services to ensure safety and health

Establish Procurement Committee to systematically manage and evaluate 
suppliers to maintain a sustainable supply chain

Establish and emphasize customer feedback mechanism to protect customer 
privacy and data security Train beauty therapists to standardize workflow to 
ensure service quality

United Nations Sustainable Development Goals

Beauty Goes
Along with 
Responsibility



Beauty to the 
Fullest, Quality 
Comes First

4.1

Selection of Products with 
High Global Standards

he Group strictly complies with relevant laws and regulations 
concerning product liability that have signi cant impact on us  

 Su ly hain anage ent

Beauty arm values cooperation with suppliers and ointly 
strives to promote the concept of beauty and health  he 
Group has developed management measures such as 
the Supplier Admission System  and the Procurement 
Management System  to establish full life cycle management 
process for various suppliers, including procurement, payment, 
acceptance, and e it  Continuous assessment and evaluation 
are conducted on the software and hardware facilities and 
operational capabilities of suppliers  ogether with suppliers, 
we ful ll our social responsibilities and provide customers with 
healthier, safer, and more reliable beauty solutions

Beauty arm has established procurement committee, 
chaired by the Director of strategic support, and composed 
of members of the Board of Directors, the procurement 
department, the finance department, and the legal 
department  he primary ob ective of the procurement 
committee is to optimi e procurement management, enhance 
procurement uality, reduce procurement costs, and ensure 
the legality and compliance of procurement pro ects  his 
provides comprehensive assurance and creates greater value 
for us  he procurement committee leverages its e pertise and 
e perience to develop and implement procurement strategies  
t ensures the e ciency and transparency of the procurement 

process and the compliance of procured products

Before engaging supplier or service provider, we re uire them 
to provide relevant data regarding the products or services
solutions they o er  e also as  them to ll out Supplier Basic 
nformation orm  for preliminary evaluation by the supply 

chain department  his evaluation includes investigating 
whether the supplier has any non compliance with 
environmental and labor regulations or fraudulent activities 
to ensure compliance with beauty and health re uirements  

e also re uest suppliers to provide samples for testing by 
multiple departments within the Group to ensure that the 
products meet national standards and re uirements

hese include the Product uality aw of the People s 
Republic of China , the aw on the Protection of Consumer 
Rights and nterests of the People s Republic of China , the 

aw on ort iability of the People s Republic of China , the 
Regulations on the Administration of Medical Cosmetology 

Services  and the Notice on urther Strengthening the 
Comprehensive Supervision and aw nforcement of Medical 
Cosmetology  

All imported products we purchase also comply with local 
laws, regulations, and relevant import e port re uirements 
that must be followed
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o ensure the accuracy and authenticity of preliminary data and include 
them in the Group s uali ed Supplier ist , we conduct on site inspections 
of suppliers based on actual needs  All ualified suppliers are re uired to 
sign an ntegrity Cooperation Agreement  to eliminate any form of bribery, 
such as cash, gift vouchers, items, or travel, and to prohibit high consumption 
ban uets and various entertainment activities that may influence the 
impartiality of ob responsibilities  he supply chain department also 
conducts ongoing monitoring of suppliers, including product uality, delivery 
schedules, daily cooperation, and other serious issues such as fraudulent 
activities during the partnership or negative e posure in the industry or 
various news media  pon approval by the procurement committee, the 
supplier s ualification is revo ed, and they are listed on the Dis ualified 
Supplier ist  Such suppliers will no longer undergo subse uent evaluations, 
achieving process of supplier selection and continuous optimi ation of the 
supplier structure

n the current year, based on the Company s previously implemented 
RP system, we have conducted procurement management for si  

areas  procurement basic data, procurement management, outsourcing 
management, warehouse management, nancial management, in accordance 
with e isting process standards such as the mported Non Speciali ed 
Cosmetics uality Management System , Procurement S P , Supply Chain 
Commodity Sampling System  and unds Approval Authority By adopting 
methods such as interviews, analysis, and inspections, we reviewed relevant 
contracts, randomly chec ed accounting vouchers, and validated system 
e ecution  he internal audit of procurement e ecution was conducted semi
annually and annually, from the planning level to the operational level  Going 
forward, we plan to strengthen the correlation between procurement orders 
and contracts, implement system function to dispose of e pired products in 
the central warehouse, and establish management process for rebates

or e isting suppliers of medical services, we verify their compliance 
ualifications such as the medical device production license and medical 

device operation license  e ensure that the purchased medical devices and 
drugs have the necessary uali cations

Su lier d ission 

Conduct ualification audits of suppliers to 
ensure they are free from environmental and 
labor non compliance and fraud

uality ssess ent

arious depar tments of the Group test the 
samples provided by suppliers to ensure that the 
products comply with national standards and 
re uirements and conduct on site inspections 
to ensure the authenticity of the data

ontinuous onitoring

Conducting continuous monitoring of suppliers and 
random inspections, and monitoring of product 

uality, deliveries, day to day cooperation, and other 
serious anomalies

nnual ssess ent

Conduct multi dimensional annual uality assessment, including supply 
uality, delivery punctuality, after sales service, etc , to achieve the 

survival of the ttest suppliers, and continue to optimi e the supplier list
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 es onsible ro ure ent
e believe that sustainable development of the Group relies 

on collective participation of our suppliers  Since over  of 
the products and e uipment provided to our customers are 
imported, reducing greenhouse gas emissions in the Group s 
supply chain is ey area where continuous collaboration with 
suppliers is necessary  he proper disposal of pac aging 
waste generated from beauty products is also an important 
factor affecting the Group s sustainable development  

e have always emphasi ed healthy development of the 
supply chain and strives to create competitive supply chain 
assurance system  hile enhancing our own environmental, 
social, and governance capabilities, we also aim to drive 
sustainable development of our suppliers and foster 
cooperation achieving win win outcomes  n the future, we 
will continue to communicate with our suppliers regarding 
the aforementioned issues  e will effectively integrate 
supply chain resources and deepen cooperation with 
upstream suppliers, especially international leading suppliers 
and brands, in the hope of achieving shared ob ectives and 
minimi ing our environmental impact

re erred Su liers with Sustainable 
evelo ent rin i les

n addition to implementing energy saving, emission reducing, 
and environmentally friendly policies and measures internally, 
our Group also prioriti es the selection of products and brands 
that adhere to sustainable development strategies in our 
procurement management  ne of our ma or suppliers, Babor, 
is about to integrate sustainable development concepts into 
the entire process of product production and transportation  
Babor has become a  climate neutral brand, using only 
clean ingredients in their products and formulas that are free 
from microplastic particles  hey have also committed to 
using  recyclable products and pac aging by 

reen Su ly hain

As we all now, the use of cardboard bo es is essential in the 
warehousing and distribution process  ur Group s supply chain 
is committed to promoting healthy lifestyle and environmental 
friendliness, aiming to reduce environmental impact and 
damage

n our two ma or business centers in Bei ing and Shanghai, we 
have implemented shuttle system and reduced the fre uency 
of transportation and delivery to once a wee  his signi cantly 

decreases the C  emissions from transportation

n both Shanghai and Bei ing, we have implemented the 
use of reusable transit containers, reducing the reliance on 
cardboard bo es  his green supply chain initiative contributes 
to environmental protection  e strive to minimi e the use of 
cardboard bo es and reduce costs without compromising store 
satisfaction

he Group has always insisted on selecting high uality 
suppliers strictly and controlling the entire product lifecycle  

herefore, we have never had product recall incident and have 
not yet established any relevant recall procedures  During 
the Reporting Period, the Group did not violate any laws or 
regulations related to product liability

BABOR's sustainability and responsibility
e treat our environment with the utmost respect 

and care BAB R is committed to environmental 
protection and ecological balance  we use green 
electricity  he concept of environmental protection 
comes directly from every power soc et  BAB R 
insists on using renewable energy sources

"Green BABOR"
e have always shipped from Aachen to the rest of the 

world in a low carbon way, and since the beginning of 
 our advertising and promotional materials have 

been printed on SC certi ed renewable paper

Sustainability and 
Responsibility
at Babor
We treat our environment 
with the utmost respect and care
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Services Standardization
he Group has established a comprehensive set of standards 

and rules to form comprehensive customer service system, 
ensuring consistency in service uality and overall customer 
e perience across our nationwide store networ  his 
system covers ey aspects of store operations, including 
inventory storage, service preparation, store cleanliness, 
service processes, employee conduct, and employee training 
programs

o lian e is the oundation or 
edi al aestheti  servi es

he uali cations and professional nowledge of our service 
personnel are crucial to our competitiveness and long term 
success, especially in the field of medical aesthetics  e 
re uire doctors and nurses to be registered in accordance 
with the regulations of the relevant medical and health 
administrative departments in China, including the PRC aw 
on icensed Physicians , PRC aw on Physicians , Nursing 
Regulations  and etc  e closely monitor ualification 
registrations and license records to ensure that all doctors 
and nurses under our Group comply with all applicable 
regulations of Chinese laws  During the Reporting Period, 
all doctors and nurses within the Group have obtained the 
necessary uali cations and registered with local authorities 
in accordance with applicable laws and regulations  
According to applicable laws and regulations in China, 
licensed or registered beauticians are not re uired for our 
trained beauty therapists  However, we provide training for 
all beauty therapists and re uire them to undergo internal 
assessments before commencing wor

During our day to day operations, we have established bi
wee ly meeting mechanism for medical managers to provide 

eneral Servi e Standards and S e iali ed 
Servi e Standards
Apart from the school, the Group has also established 
regulations such as the Beauty herapist raining Manual  
and the Beauty arm uisite Service Process , which 
integrate fundamental s incare nowledge, standardi ed 
store reception service procedures, and a range of treatment 
principles and special product introductions  Please refer to 
the Diverse raining and Development  chapter for more 
details  he standardi ed procedures ensure consistency 
in service processes, presentation, uality, and hygiene  
Standardi ed operations also enable us to efficiently share 

nowledge and promote best practices when opening new 
stores

Standardi ed elivery o  edi al estheti  Servi es

o rehensive Training

Beauty arm s training school, also nown as the hampoa 
Military Academy  of the beauty industry, is renowned 
for its standardi ed operating procedures and ensuring 
consistency in service uality  Beauty therapists wor ing in 
the stores undergo a rigorous closed training program for  
to  months before they are allowed to report their duties  

hey are also re uired to pass corresponding e aminations  
or newly introduced s incare treatments, all sta  members 

in the stores, from consultants to beauty therapists, undergo 
training on the principles and techni ues of treatment and 
must pass a test before being able to provide services to 
customers

Su ervision e hanis
o ensure the standardi ation, continuity, and stability of 

technical s ills in each store, Beauty arm implements three
tier technical supervision mechanism  he rst level consists 
of professional technical supervision team with e tensive 
e perience in the beauty industry from both Germany and 
China  he second level is the echnical Supervision Center 
at Chinese head uarters  he third level involves store level 
technical supervisors who have received professional training 
in Germany  Additionally, the Company s uality inspection 
department has issued the Beauty arm Medical Aesthetics 

uality Control nspection Guidelines Manual  to standardi e 
internal inspections of store management and customer 
e perience  he uality inspection department also arranges 
regular visits by dedicated inspectors and beauty trainers to 
assess the wor  of beauty therapists in stores nationwide, 
ensuring the professionalism of the services provided

we have successfully conducted speciali ed training 
sessions for medical practitioners, which served as 
strong guarantee for delivering high uality medical 
aesthetic services

guidance and feedbac  on compliance issues identi ed 
during daily operations and inspections  e also share 
compliance e periences and provide training on ey 
inspection areas  
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BeautyStar Satisfaction Evaluation SystemLevel I

Level II

Level IV

Level III

Serious/Crisis | General 
Complaints

Customer Experience
Quality Control 

Inspection
Mystery Shopper Check

Point Deduction for 
Complaints

Service Evaluation 
Questionnaire

Total ScoreTotal Score Number of Complaints

NPS Satisfaction 
Rating Score

Mystery Shopper /
Check Total Score

Quality Control 
Inspection Total Score

Quality Assurance of Services 

o ensure the implementation of product and service uality, we have established the Beauty arm 
Satisfaction valuation System  his system utili es three dimensions  customer feedbac , third party 
inspections, and internal inspections, to provide feedbac  on the implementation of product and service 

uality  Based on this feedbac , we ma e ad ustments and improvements to the corresponding service 
processes and standards
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iversi ed usto er eedba k hannels

o ensure the interests of our customers, we mainly gather feedbac  on customer satisfaction through  various channels

In 2023, our Group's service quality assurance system achieved excellent results.

Satisfaction rates by brand

he coverage rate of service 
evaluation uestionnaires sent 
through the mini program reached

or uestionnaires with score of  or 
below out of , the closure rate of 
manual customer responses reached

he Group s overall 
customer satisfaction 
rate reached

he overall response rate to the 
uestionnaires was, surpassing 

industry leading levels

Beauty Farm CellCare PA A SPA

89.19%
82.73%

88.08%

Servi e Star or eauty Thera ists, nhan ing Servi e uality

n ebruary , we held the Service 
Star selection event for beauty therapists 
in our nationwide direct operated 
stores  e invited customers to provide 
feedbac  on the services of beauty 
therapists after receiving treatments  

he Service Star evaluation ensures high 
privacy for customer feedbac  and o ers 
customers the chance to participate 
in lottery, encouraging them to rate 
the therapists based on their genuine 
e periences and provide feedbac

During the event, beauty therapists 
receive points for positive and negative 
feedbac  from customers  hese points 
can be e changed for bonuses, and 
additional rewards are given to top ran ed 
therapists based on the total points 
accumulated  By rewarding outstanding 
employees for their service, we actively 
promote the provision of high uality 
services by beauty therapists

ini rogra  hannels

e have set up a complaint 
feedbac  portal in our 

eChat mini program 
platform, which ma es it 
easy for customers to ll in 
their opinions anytime and 
anywhere

dditional hannels

ncrease the attention 
of  customer 
service hotline, e clusive 
advisor communication 
and online reviews such as 
reviews and Red Boo

uture lanning

Group level managers 
will ointly launch the 

Recti cation of Customer 
Dissatisfaction ssues  
program, whereby the 
management of each 
division will collaborate 
to set up a wor ing group 
to deal with negative 
feedbac  from customers, 
and to bring together 
the strengths of multiple 
parties to drive radical 
change from the top down

Servi e valuation 
uestionnaire

Clients of lifestyle and 
medical aesthetics 
will automatically 
receive evaluation 

uestionnaires 
pushed to them about 
the current service 
through a system tool 
at the end of each time 
of service

ualitative n e th 
nterviews

ach year, the Group 
sends out interview 
invitations to a certain 
number of customers 
to collect in depth 
customer feedbac  and 
form an independent 
report  n , the Group 
completed a total of  
interviews in Chong ing 
and Shanghai

verall NPS Net 
Promoter Score  
reached
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usto er o laint andling

During the Reporting Period

 days

Average  processing timeClosure  rate

Complaint Channel
he Group has customer service hotline at  and 
eChat complaint channel  pon receiving complaint, 

wor  order is established for negative customer feedbac  
within the first hour to ensure its prompt transfer to 
the responsible store for resolution  ur wor  order 
management system allows for effective follow up on 
the wor  orders and is managed by the Group s CRM 
department  As of now, all service related customer 
complaints from the Group are re uired to be responded 
within  hours and resolved within  wor ing days

Professional Training
e also employ professional problem solving e perts 

to provide professional guidance on store customer 
complaint handling  e conduct case based training 
for employees to enhance their ability to uic ly resolve 
customer dissatisfaction and reduce unnecessary 
complaints resulting from communication issues

Customer Complaint Handling
During the Reporting Period, the Group received a total 
of  valid customer complaints, with  closure 
rate and an average processing time of  days  he 
litigation rate was 
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Customer
Experience Evaluation 

Feedback 
(Scoring & VOC)

CRM
Creating Work Orders 

for Dissatisfied 
Feedback

CRM
Incorporating Positive 
Feedback into Honor 

List

BU

Customer Complaint 
Analysis

BU

Customer Complaint 
Handling

CRM

Collecting Customer 
Feedback

CRM

Verifying Customer 
Feedback

BU

Results Follow-up

CRM

Announcement 
Recognition

Service Evaluation 
Questionnaire Mini-Program Offline Interviews

Customer Satisfaction Closed Loop

In 2023

achieved a comprehensive annual average 
score of over

During the Reporting Period,  special training 
sessions were conducted

participants

Based on the data and processing results collected from 
operation of the BeautyStar system, the CRM department 
regularly focuses on problem rectification and summari es 
cases  hey iteratively update the e isting handling system 
and operation manuals, distribute them to various business 
departments, and share them online and offline during 
regional and group operational meetings  his process forms 
closed loop for customer satisfaction, ensuring continuous 
improvement in service uality

n addition, due to higher re uirements in the medical 
aesthetics business module, we have implemented the 

nfection Prevention and Management System  and 
followed the National Medical uality Control nspection 

orm  and National Medical uality Control nspection 
orm  e adhere to three tier uality control standard 

and achieved a comprehensive annual average score of 
over  in  o meet the re uirements in terms of 
systems, uality control, operational guidelines, and legal 
regulations, the medical department conducted  
Medical Department Special raining  sessions  During the 
Reporting Period, a total of  special training sessions were 

conducted, with a total of  participants  n , we will 
further enhance comprehensive training according to the 
head uarters  Medical Management Department s professional 
empowerment plan medical aesthetics anti aging  and 
the standardi ed course development for various positions 
nurses, medical economics, head nurses, and pharmaceutical 

e uipment positions  his training aims to provide further 
comprehensive training based on specific re uirements of 
regulations and enhance the professional s ills of employees 
in di erent roles within medical department
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uality ontrol through both isible and overt isits

ystery Sho er ns e tions uality ontrol ns e tions

ur Group has introduced mystery shopper system for the 
first time in medical aesthetics industry  hrough third
party perspective, the system conducts covert visits to our 
stores to evaluate whether the actual customer service 
e perience aligns with our Craftsmanship Service Process  
During the Reporting Period, the mystery shopper system 
covered  times per store playing a positive role in ensuring 
consistency in customer e perience

Beauty arm has developed the Beauty arm ife Beauty 
uality Control nspection Guidelines Handboo  his 

handboo  includes over  hardware indicators that 
cover re uirements for store hardware usage, placement, 
and certain aspects of health supervision, fire safety, 
mar et supervision, and other re uirements  t serves as 
both the e ecution standard for daily hardware uality 
in beauty stores and the standard for internal sta s on
site inspections  hroughout the year, all stores within 
the Group underwent a minimum of  uality control 
inspections

During the Reporting Period

hroughout the year

ti es

He mystery shopper system covered 
all stores a total of

his handboo  includes over hardware indicators 
that cover re uirements for store hardware 
usage, placement, and certain aspects of health 
supervision, re safety, mar et supervision, and other 
re uirements

All stores within the Group underwent a minimum 
of uality control inspections

Playing a positive role in ensuring 
consistency in customer e perience
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Focusing on beauty and health, strive to create 
comfortable experience

Standardi ation o  Stores  esign

u an entered Store esign

As chain store, Beauty arm has established unified standards for store design and decoration  hese standards cover room 
planning, building material brands, materials, the location, height, and distance of various facilities, all of which are standardi ed 
re uirements  Both our company owned and franchise stores are re uired to undergo store decoration according to the 
aforementioned standards

Beauty arm stores focus on every small details that can have impact on the service e perience during the initial design phase  
o enhance the sensory e perience for customers, we constantly update and improve our design standards  Special elements 

are incorporated into the store layout, such as using softer indirect lighting for treatment corridors and implementing in nite 
variable speed dimming to create more comfortable environment

As chain store, Beauty arm has established unified standards for store design and decoration  hese standards cover room 
planning, building material brands, materials, the location, height, and distance of various facilities, all of which are standardi ed 
re uirements  Both our company owned and franchise stores are re uired to undergo store decoration according to the 

Beauty arm stores focus on every small details that can have impact on the service e perience during the initial design phase  
o enhance the sensory e perience for customers, we constantly update and improve our design standards  Special elements 

are incorporated into the store layout, such as using softer indirect lighting for treatment corridors and implementing in nite 

lowing Water
Beauty arm insists on using 

owing water for treatments  
e maintain the height of the 

water basin cm below the 
bed, which prevents water from 
splashing out and also facilitates 
the retrieval of water for the 
therapists

Silent oor Lo k
he design of door does not 

utili e conventional loc  
tongue mechanism but instead 
incorporates silent setting and 
damping door loc  his provides 

uieter and more comfortable 
environment

eauty ed
Beauty arm o ers ad ustable 
beauty beds that allow guests 
to choose the most comfortable 
position, reducing discomfort 
and Change the colour to blac
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Franchise Store Management

he Group has been implementing the franchise store 
model for over  years, combining the advantages of the 
franchise model with e isting strengths of company owned 
stores, greatly e panding our customer coverage  As of the 
end of the Reporting Period, the Group has a total of  
franchise operated stores established in multiple cities  

e have strict selection criteria for franchisees  All of our 
franchisees have strong brand alignment, play a synergistic 
role in our target mar ets geographically, and utili e 
the same operational system as our company owned 
stores  hrough rigorous selection, effective supervision, 
and continuous training of franchise stores, we achieve 
consistent high uality service operations nationwide, 
reducing ris s and ensuring customer rights and benefits

Key measures for franchise store management

Selection of 
ranchisees

Conduct bac ground chec s and hold meetings with potential franchisees

Selection of franchisees based on several criteria, including

inancial condition
Commitment to our Company s values and brand concept
nvolvement in operating the franchise stores

Relevant e perience, local nowledge, and resources

raining and 
ntegration

mployees wor ing in franchise stores must undergo our technical training

he training is provided through the same programs o ered to employees in company owned 
stores

Reserve the right to provide re training for employees who do not meet the ualification 
standards

Review perational 
Performance

stablishing sales targets or incentive measures for franchisees based on several factors

Average monthly product orders and revenue
Regularly reviewing relevant operational data of franchise stores through the platform 
system

Platform System ranchisees are re uired to use unified membership platform system to maintain consistent 
brand image and concept

his system allows us to monitor the business performance, inventory levels, and customer 
feedbac  of franchise stores in real time

ranchise Store 
perations

ranchisees are re uired to adhere to the Group s standardi ed decoration standards and select 
contractors from the Group s supplier database

ranchisees are e pected to follow operational, service, safety, and uality control standards

ni ed pricing guidance is provided, consistent with company owned stores

Procurement ranchisees are re uired to purchase all products, e uipment, and consumables from us or our 
designated suppliers

Continuous uality 
Control and 
Supervision

Regular on site inspections of franchise stores are conducted, and franchisees are re uired to 
submit regular reports

nsuring that franchise store operations comply with our standards

As of the end of the Reporting Period

the Group has a total of franchise operated stores 
established in multiple cities

eauty ourney, rand eritage

n  S e pte m b e r  ,  B ea u t y  a r m  i n v i te d 
outstanding franchisee representatives from 
across the country to embar  on sensory rich 
ourney to urope  his ourney aimed to e plore 

the roots of our brand and foster learning, 
e change ideas, and discover new approaches to 
scienti c s incare
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e understand that Beauty arm operates in an industry driven by rapid technological advancements  o maintain our 
competitiveness, various business lines and research and development departments continue to invest in advancing innovation 
through the development of new products, the adoption of innovative technologies, and collaborations with e ternal 
institutions  During the Reporting Period, we established the B  R D Department or  Management System  and actively 
engaged in multi channel research and development in the field of medical aesthetics and various product categories  e 
closely trac ed the progress on monthly basis and organi ed regular seminars  Additionally, we collaborated with e ternal 
e perts and organi ations to enhance our technical capabilities  he Group remains committed to continuous research and 
innovation, professional e pertise, and meeting customer demands in terms of product and service safety, comfort, and 
satisfaction  Guided by the service philosophy of small changes, big differences , we conduct research and upgrade our 
product technologies to better align with customers  pursuit of beauty and health

Adhering to our mission as Pilot of Beauty and Health , 
whether in the field of beauty or medical aesthetics, we 
continuously enhance our research and development 
R D  capabilities through multi channel collaboration  

e encourage and foster an innovative culture within 
the Company, aiming to be at the forefront of beauty 
and health

Relying on the strong medical team of CellCare, a subsidiary of 
Beauty arm, we continuously integrate and e plore cutting
edge medical technologies and healthcare resources  Based on 
customer feedbac  in clinical settings and in collaboration 
with e pert capabilities, we ointly develop new pro ects that 
align with the concept of small changes, big di erences  ur 
long term goal is to pursue minimal trauma and outstanding 
results, empowering women to achieve their ideal selves

ach year, Beauty arm dedicates substantial resources 
to product research and development R D  n , we 
successfully launched  medical aesthetic products  
Simultaneously, we strive for continuous innovation and 
e cellence in product R D, brea ing through technological, 
cognitive, and industry barriers  e tap into the untapped 
mar et of medical aesthetics, providing higher uality 
services and empowering modern women

Enhancing R&D Capabilities 
through Multi-Channel 
Collaboration

esear h with erts

Beauty Exploration, Devoted to In-Depth Research
4.2

Striving or ellen e, loring 
the ssen e o  e ale eauty

After decades of clinical research, CellCare has 
developed groundbrea ing techni ue called 
PA A oyful yes, which preserves the entire 
vascular networ  for upper eyelid lifting  his 
innovative approach discards the traditional 

destructive  eye surgery methods and instead 
utili es more ref ined microscopic surgical 
techni ues  he procedure has undergone 
te chnic al  upg r a d e s an d o p t imi at io n s in 
anesthesia, tissue separation, and suturing, 
ensuring postoperative e perience with no scars 
or swelling  t truly achieves minimal trauma 
and fast recovery  PA A oyful yes prioriti es 
the interest s of our client s, meeting their 
higher demands and propelling technological 
brea throughs in the industr y  t per fectly 
embodies the brand philosophy of Beaut y 

arm, which emphasi es small changes, big 
di erences
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n the research and development R D  of beauty 
pro ects, Beauty arm not only focuses on in house 
development but also collaborates with suppliers to 
ointly develop beauty pro ects that are suitable for 

Beauty arm s e isting pro ect portfolio and customers

 esear h with Su liers esear h To i

n addition to research on new pro ects, we recogni e the 
importance of disciplinary research and actively participate 
in research on various academic topics to drive industry 
development and innovation  e believe that academic 
research is crucial for advancing the field of medical 
aesthetics, and the team at Beauty arm engages in research 
across different disciplines  e provide the necessary 
resources and support to ensure the smooth progress of 

Since , Beauty arm has collaborated with Bloomage 
Biotech, the world s largest company in the research, 
production, and sales of hyaluronic acid, to develop the 

rst s incare product speci cally designed for professional 
beauty salons in the lifestyle beauty sector  Additionally, 
Beauty arm helped establish the rst production line for 
secondary pac aging of medical aesthetic products for 
Bloomage Biotech

ver the past decade, this product has undergone three 
iterations and upgrades, becoming classic s incare product 
for Beauty arm, with an annual sales volume of ,  
bo es  As a result, Bloomage Biotech has established 
multiple brand divisions to develop hyaluronic acid daily care 
products, achieving e cellent sales performance in retail 
channels

he national ey research pro ect Clinical Diagnosis and 
reatment Research on omen s Reproductive Mucosal Health 

and Related Disorders  led by medical professionals from 
Neology has been underta en during the th ive ear Plan 
period under the guidance of the National Health Commission  

he pro ect has successfully passed the evaluation and 
acceptance conducted by e perts from the overall pro ect 
group of Regional Allocation Strategy Research on Medical 
and Health Resources  and has been awarded the first pri e 
for scienti c research achievements

research pro ects  e believe that through collaboration and 
nowledge sharing, we can collectively advance disciplinary 

research, ma ing contributions to women, the industry, 
and society  e are committed to contributing our wisdom 
and e orts to future development of the medical aesthetics 
industry by promoting progress in academic research and 
pushing forward the boundaries of nowledge in our eld
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Complete R&D Launch 
System to Realize Life-Cycle 
Management of Projects
No matter it is the development and launch of lifestyle beauty or medical 
aesthetic pro ects, we adhere to strict new product launch process and 
life cycle management of pro ects, from conceptual design to clinical 
validation and comprehensive mar et launch  e have established 
systems such as the New Product Business nit Review Process and 
Mechanism , New Product Development Process and Mechanism  
and Product esting and eedbac  Process and Mechanism  to form 
comprehensive R D and new product launch system  After initial 
screening of  to  suppliers, the products prepared for launch undergo 
minimum one month trial testing phase, nown as the paddle testing  
During this phase, changes and feedbac  from the testing team are 
recorded, and ad ustments to parameters and processes are made 
based on the feedbac  until the pro ect s performance meets the 
e pectations for launch  After the launch, we also dynamically ad ust 
and optimi e the pro ect based on customer feedbac , customi ing the 
settings according to customer categories  e value customer feedbac  
and continuously strive to enhance the pro ect s e ectiveness and meet 
the speci c needs of our customers

on e t esign
Research on industry, competing products and customer 
needs
Research on consumables composition, e cacy and 
related literature
Determination of initial pro ect positioning di erentiation, 
pricing and open clinic to set sales targets

ro ess  erien e esign
Re nement of pro ect value propositions, main ey visual 
production 

G promotional material pac age 
Postoperative reminder cards 
Production of case comparison graphics

Sales esign and Training rogra s
Re nement of sales selling points 
Sales scene design 
Sales courseware production dual beauty edition  
Sales training plan 
Doctor training plan 
Nurse training plan

ilot alidation
Collecting feedbac  on technical uality and nursing 

uality 
Collecting feedbac  on actual sales issues 
Collecting customer satisfaction survey data

ully o rehensive Laun h
Coding and labor cost online consumable coding, pro ect 
coding, employee coding
Countdown announcement for launch 
Supply chain materials to clinics 
Regional reception of new product sales targets  
mar eting plans incentives 
Dual Beauty sales training 
Doctor delivery training 
Nurse dispensing training 

ull process trial run for each position 
rontline pattern ma ing organi ation

Li e y le anage ent
month review Sales, delivery uality satisfaction, etc
month review Sales consumption, number of 

customers, average spending per customer, satisfaction
adverse cases, etc

month review Sales consumption, number of 
customers, average spending per customer, satisfaction
adverse cases, etc
Continued trac ing and reviews from  months to  years

lini al alidation
Model adaptation syndrome selection and model recruitment 
Connecting with manufacturer e perts, contacting the supply 
chain to apply for pattern ma ing materials 

ollow up and trac ing of model pattern ma ing e ects 
Collection and organi ation of pattern ma ing cases 

ey points for adverse reactions and ris  avoidance
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Beauty Care, Consumer Protection

Venue Safety

he Group places great emphasis on the safety standards 
of all stores to ensure the health and safety of both 
employees and customers  Here are the measures we 
have implemented in terms of store safety

Fire Safety

Emergency 
Response Plan

Safety Training 
and Awareness

Cleanliness and 
Hygiene

e have developed ire Safety Management System  to establish consistent re safety practices across all stores in our networ  
his system provides detailed guidelines for the use and maintenance of re safety facilities  n accordance with our enhanced in

store re safety management policy, each store must obtain the necessary re inspection permits before commencing operations  
After the store started operating, we conduct re safety inspections every two months, which include chec ing the occupancy of 

re escape routes, the proper positioning, category, and uantity of re safety e uipment, and the records of re safety training 
conducted at the store  e regularly review the performance of stores regarding fire safety and closely monitor any potential 
incidents in this regard

e have developed detailed emergency response plans that cover re outbrea s, natural disasters, and other emergency 
situations  e provide emergency evacuation training to our employees and ensure that they are aware of the locations of 
emergency e its and evacuation routes

e provide necessary safety training to our employees, including re safety, emergency evacuation procedures, e uipment 
usage, and personal protective measures  e encourage active employee participation in safety awareness programs and 
regularly organi e drills and simulated scenarios to enhance their emergency response capabilities

e strictly adhere to cleaning and hygiene standards to ensure clean and safe environment  e conduct regular cleaning 
and disinfection of wor  areas, tools, and e uipment to prevent cross contamination and the spread of diseases

have implemented in terms of store safety

4.3
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Equipment and Product Safety

o ensure the reliability of medical devices and consumables 
our stores and meet customer e pectations, we have 
established a set of policies and procedures for reviewing 
and evaluating medical e uipment and consumables  n 
addition to adhering to supplier management standards, 
we select products based on strict criteria  Before launching 
a product, we invest several months in screening and 
conducting uality testing on all imported products  e 
utili e enterprise resource planning system for overall 
inventory management, recording inventory levels and past 
procurement records  During storage, we strictly adhere to 

storage regulations, laws, and regulations related to medical 
and non medical goods  e closely monitor the e piration 
dates of all products and medical e uipment  nce any 
product e pires or medical e uipment reaches its service life, 
we safely handle these products or e uipment in accordance 
with applicable laws and regulations

o further ensure the safety of medical e uipment and 
protect customer rights, we have established instrument 
service center  ts ob ective is to achieve information
based, dynamic, and precise management of the entire 

lifecycle of instruments  his includes instrument selection 
and procurement, installation and acceptance, asset 
management, maintenance and repairs, standardi ed usage, 
allocation and transportation, and disposal and scrapping  
Additionally, we strictly adhere to instrument inspection and 
maintenance system, proactively maintaining instruments on 
regular basis  e develop annual maintenance plans for the 
engineering team in each city and store, with a minimum of 
two proactive maintenance visits per year in ey cities

Proactive maintenance 
visits per year in ey cities
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Consumer Privacy

Regarding management lifecycle of customer information, 
we also adhere to the principle of full lifecycle management, 
overseeing the collection, storage, and use of information 
while following the principle of minimal necessity  his 
ensures that customer information is circulated and used 
internally to the least e tent possible

Regarding the scope of customer information management, 
we not only supervise and manage employees but also 
manage third party outsourcing service providers who 

prioriti es safety, prevention, clear responsibilities, and 
comprehensive governance  n addition to enhancing the 
convenience of customer appointments, consumption, and 
evaluations through digitali ation, we also place emphasis on 
protecting customer privacy during the process of achieving 
informati ation

n , we issued the nformation Security Protection 
Management Regulations  to improve the data security 
management system, strengthen data security management, 

e, guided by the principle of honesty and trustworthiness , 
have established information security policy that

rioriti es 
sa ety

lear 
res onsibilities

revention

o rehensive 
governan e

and standardi e the Company s data security practices  
hrough measures such as protecting networ  communication 

and file encryption technology, we prevent unauthori ed 
browsing or modification  Multiple layers of protection are 
implemented in the information technology networ  to 
safeguard databases and servers  e also adhere to various 
agreements and procedures, including regular system 
chec s, password policies, server access logs, networ  access 
authentication, user authori ation chec s, data bac ups, 
and data recovery tests to protect data assets and prevent 
unauthori ed access to the networ  e re uire new employees 
to undergo onboarding training on data security and mandate 
regular on the ob training for employees to reinforce relevant 
data security policies

n accordance with legal and regulatory re uirements and 
the necessity of customer information usage, customer 
information is categori ed into basic information, transaction 
and asset information, identity information, and personali ed 
information  cept for basic information, the remaining 
categories of customer information are isolated within internal 

rewalls, and only advisors directly interacting with customers 
and necessary superiors have access to them

may have access to customer information  hese third 
parties include software developers, product suppliers, 
system integrators, e uipment maintenance providers, 
and security service providers  o standardi e information 
security outsourcing services, the Group has established 
the nformation Security utsourcing and peration 
Management System  to ensure secure and stable operation 
of networ s and information systems, safeguard our 
information security, and reduce ris s associated with 
information security outsourcing  nformation assets 
re uired for outsourcing activities are isolated based on 

the principle of minimum usage  and are approved for 
minimum authori ation  Additionally, third party personnel 

who access sensitive information assets of the Group must 
sign formal contracts and confidentiality agreements to 
ensure that customer information and privacy receive the 
same level of protection  or departing employees, we 
conduct a thorough cleanup of the customer information 
that they possess before their departure  e also re uire 
them to continue adhering to the Company s con dentiality 
re uirements regarding customer information and privacy 
for a certain period of time after leaving the Company

nternal egulations

ternal egulations
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During the Reporting Period, we did not e perience any signi cant breaches of con dential customer information or any other events related to customer data that could have signi cant adverse impact on our business, nancial 
condition, or operating performance

Seven rin i les or usto er n or ation

e adhere to the principle 
of who is in charge is 
responsible, who operates 
is responsible, who uses is 
responsible, who obtains 
is responsible  to clearly 
assign responsibilities and 
ensure that responsibilities 
are clearly de ned and 
implemented

hen collecting and using 
personal information, 
we always follow the 
principles of legality, 
legitimacy, and necessity  

e publicly disclose the 
rules for collection and use, 
clearly stating the purpose, 
methods, and scope of 
collection and use, and 
collect and use information 
only after obtaining user 
consent

e classify and grade 
information based on its 
sensitivity and implement 
appropriate management 
measures and technical 
means to address di erent 
information security ris s 
and ensure the security of 
information

hen sharing open 
information with internal 
units, platforms, or 
third parties, we only 
provide the minimum 
necessary information 
attributes, label attributes, 
and scale re uired for 
business purposes, while 
meeting the management 
re uirements

During the process of 
handling customer 
information, we ensure 
the accuracy, authenticity, 
timeliness, and availability 
of customer information 
through appropriate 
management and technical 
means  Any tampering or 
destruction of information 
is strictly prohibited

nless e plicitly authori ed 
by the user, we will not 
disclose personal sensitive 
information to others or 
third party companies  
Sensitive data that has not 
been anonymi ed must 
not leave Beauty arm s 
networ  and computing 
environment

e maintain complete 
and accurate records of 
the operation logs for 
customer information, 
ensuring that all operations 
can be traced bac  to 
speci c operators and their 
usti cations  his prevents 

unauthori ed tampering, 
deletion of records, and 
other violations

User Informed Consent Classification and 
Graded Control

Principle of Minimum 
Adequacy

Quality Assurance Protection of Sensitive Data TraceabilityPrinciple of Clear 
Responsibility

o adapt to Beauty arm s ever deepening digitali ation and ensure secure and stable operation of information networ s and devices, we have established information 
security committee responsible for comprehensive information security management, including customer information security and privacy protection  he committee 
has issued a series of regulations and policies regarding information security, which all employees of our Group must comply with and actively cooperate with during 
information security inspections  or more details on our information security initiatives, please refer to the chapter titled  mpowering Beauty with Digital ings
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 "Her" Focus——Meeting Customer Personalization Needs

S all hanges, ig i eren es

e use to e o ogeneous, eali e deal Sel  

Beauty arm e ually values every customer and never prioriti es short term pro ts 
by recommending high cost, high dose, or high impact pro ects to customers  n the 
contrary, we ta e the customer s perspective into account during the initial design 
phase of a pro ect, ensuring the desired results while aiming for minimal dosage and 
minimal trauma  his approach ensures positive surgical e perience and postoperative 
recovery for our customers

Beauty arm insists on responsible management, particularly in the eld of medical 
aesthetics, where we have strict re uirements for our services to align with the needs 
and interests of our customers  he industry often witnesses the emergence of trendy 
pro ects that attract customers who blindly follow the latest fads, driven by temporary 
impulses  hen serving customers, we demand that our medical aesthetics staff 
fully consider their professional and social identities, among other needs  e ta e 
comprehensive approach, assessing aspects such as facial features, contour structure, 
and overall harmony to ma e informed udgments, while re ecting the notion of 

internet celebrity face  design  or every step of the way, we strive to restore the 
inherent beauty of our female customers, enabling them to achieve their ideal selves
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Advertising Law of the People's Republic of 
China

Anti-Unfair Competition Law of the People's 
Republic of China

Measures for the Administration of Internet 
Advertising

Measures for the Administration of Medical 
Advertisements

Measures for the Administration of Live 
Streaming Marketing

Measures for the Management of Medical 
Cosmetic Services

The Guidelines for Law Enforcement of 
Absolute Terms in Advertising

Administrative Measures for the Broadcasting 
of Radio and TV Advertisements 

Guidelines for the Enforcement of Aesthetic 
Medical Advertising

Guidelines for Strengthening the Regulation 
of Stem Cell Advertising

Guiding Opinions on Further Strengthening 
the Supervision of the Aesthetic Medical 
Industry

The Standing Committee of the 
National People's Congress

The Standing Committee of the 
National People's Congress

State Administration for Industry 
and Commerce (former)

Ministry of Health and State 
Administration for Industry and 
Commerce (former)

China Advertising Association

Ministry of Health (former)

The State Administration for 
Market Regulation

The State Administration of 
Radio (former)

The State Administration for 
Market Regulation

The State Administration for 
Market Regulation

The State Administration for 
Market Regulation and Ten Other 
Departments

Reasonable Marketing 
and Promotion
Beauty arm commits to promote positive changes within the 
industry and has always adhered to reasonable promotion and 
mar eting practices  e strictly comply with the following laws 
and regulations, re ecting e cessive mar eting and e cessive 
innovation  ur commitment is to steadily advance the beauty 
industry, leading it in a positive direction  e also urge industry 
partners to embrace responsible business practices and 
wor  together to foster healthy and positive beauty industry 
environment  hen engaging in industry collaborations, we 
proactively emphasi e the re uirements for compliance among 
all participating companies, thereby encouraging our partners to 
have self improvement

he Group has developed the Content Compliance ecution 
Manual  and the Regulations for Compliance Management 
of Promotional Materials  hese guidelines establish content 
standards for printed materials and mar eting promotions 
across the Company s head uarters and local offices  he 
manuals include comprehensive systems such as common 
issue e planations, compliance e ecution rules, compliance 
e ecution processes, legal provisions, and more  hey cover 
aspects such as advertising language, price indications, image 
copyrights, self auditing and re auditing, punishment cases, and 
other relevant content  urthermore, internal announcements 
and notices have been issued to address potential issues in 
mar eting and promotion activities  hese include notices such 
as Guidelines for Correctly Guiding Customers in Chec ins, 
Collections, valuations, and Standardi ing Pri e Sales in Mar et 
Promotion Activities  and Notice Regarding the se of onts in 

ternal Communications  hese announcements and notices, 
in con unction with the Store Promotion Guidelines , provide 
education and awareness about positive and negative e amples, 
language standards, and the impacts of negative practices  his 
ensures that employees, from frontline staff directly serving 
customers to management, have sufficient understanding of 
reasonable mar eting practices
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o lian e o  ontent e ution ro ess

Head uarters conducts 
audits to ensure 
compliance with the 
uni ed content before 
distributing it to ma or 
regions and areas, and 
ta es responsibility for 
subse uent related 
issues

he content designed 
and issued by each 
ma or region area single 
store is independently 
reviewed by the 
regional mar eting 
or area publicity 
committee according 
to the guidance 
re uirements of the 

Content Compliance 
mplementation 

Manual  nly after 
ensuring compliance 
with the content can it 
be distributed e ternally

Content designed by 
head uarters upon 
commission from region
area single store is 

rst reviewed by the 
regional mar eting 
or area publicity 
committee according 
to the guidance 
re uirements of the 

Content Compliance 
mplementation Manual  

to ensure compliance 
before submitting 
the application form  
Head uarters will 
conduct a nal review

f the regions are unable 
to ma e a decision, 
they can submit to 
the head uarters for 
review to ensure that 
the content is compliant 
before it is released to 
the public  

Head uarters conducts 
regular inspections 
and spot chec s on all 
relevant promotional 
content graphics, 
videos, etc  of region
area single store, and 
ad usts or removes 
non compliant content 
promptly

,  views

,  likes

,  shares

 e resentative ung  ideo hannel  o ulari ing 
edi al estheti  ro essional nowledge

nder the medical aesthetic video module of Beauty arm, the Representative 
ung  series of videos has been launched  hese videos aim to provide medical 

aesthetic enthusiasts, potential customers who are interested in trying but have 
concerns about medical aesthetics, and e isting customers with  episodes of 
medical aesthetic and medical professional nowledge  he program s ob ective 
is to populari e medical aesthetic nowledge, with Representative ung  being 
dermatologist who approaches the content from non pro t perspective, helping 
a wide range of medical aesthetic enthusiasts navigate the eld and scienti cally 
and e ectively address their beauty needs  hroughout the year, the video channel 
has published  courses with the following results
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Empowering 
Beauty with 
Digital Wings

Review of the Digitalization 
Process

Beauty arm adheres to customer oriented approach 
and recogni es that professionalism and ser vice 
are fundamental to our e istence  n order to better 
understand customer needs, enhance core capabilities, 
and drive industry innovation, Beauty arm is committed 
to actively promoting digital transformation  e embrace 
digital technologies, establish digital platforms, and lead 
the digital development of the beauty industry  ur goal 
is to become an enterprise that integrates online and 
o ine operations

Since the initial introduction of Beauty arm s P S system 
in , it has laid the foundation for digital transformation 
by successfully integrating technology with our core 
business  his integration aims to provide customers with 
more convenient and e cient service e periences  hrough 
years of dedication and continuous updates, we have made 
remar able progress in its digital transformation ourney

hase  | Before 2016 n rastru ture 
evelo ent

Infrastructure 
Development

Business Launch

Overall Planning

Infrastructure 
Transformation

Key Construction

Feature 
Enhancement

Comprehensive 
Coverage

Technical 
Optimization

Business Online

Business 
Innovation

Technological 
Innovation

·  aunch of aesthetic medical P S system
·  aunch of basic HR and nancial system
·  Completion of essential functionalities for the platform 

ordering system

·  Completion of core business system transformation program, as 
well as comprehensive optimi ation

·  Completion of unified management of data, master data and 
report data

·  Stage wise completion of system coverage of main processes
·  Completion of the pro ect team building of the nformation 

Department

·  Reali ation of daily interconnection among all business systems
·  Completion of system coverage of the main business program
·  Completion of the public data platform and all interface access 

wor
·  Comprehensive improvement of  service level

·  All critical business processes are online
·  Able to agilely respond to business innovation
·  Promote technological innovation and in house development 

capabilities
·  acilitate the company s listing process

eview o  n or ati ation igiti ation 

Strengthening 
the oundationhase   

o rehensive 
onstru tionhase   

nitial 
igitali ation

hase   
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Offline Stores/Clinics/Mini-Programs/WeCom/WeChat Official Accounts/Online Malls/Third-Party Platform/ Customer Service Center

Customers

Customer Information and Benefits / Transactions and Service Orders / Customer Tag Library / Promotions and Marketing Strategies / 
Ordering and Inventory / Financial Close / Master Data / Data Analytics

Lifestyle Beauty

Purchase

Lifestyle Beauty Business Finance Aesthetic Medical Business Finance Anti-Aging Business Finance Other Business Finance

Sales Lifestyle

Aesthetic Medical

Basic 
Business 
Scenarios

Basic 
Business 
Scenarios

Personalized 
Business 
Scenarios

Personalized 
Business 
Scenarios

Medical and Health

Basic 
Business 
Scenarios

Personalized 
Business 
Scenarios

Franchise Store, 
PLALAISPA, and Others 

Basic 
Business 
Scenarios

Personalized 
Business 
Scenarios

Business/System Backend

Basic 
Business 
Logic 

Data Rules

Business/System Backend

Basic 
Business 
Logic

Data Rules

Business/System Backend

Basic 
Business 
Logic

Data Rules

Business/System Backend

Basic 
Business 
Logic

Data Rules

   Financial Management                  Consolidated Financial Statements              Funding              Budget
Crosscutting 
Business Scenarios

Crosscutting 
Business Scenarios

Crosscutting 
Business Scenarios

Digitalization Strategy of 
Beauty Farm
n years of operation, we have established robust digital 

integrated service platform  his platform, supported by 
our standardi ed operational procedures and consistent 
delivery of high uality services, enables us to ensure 
uniform and high standard of service across all our 
stores  t has helped us to achieve rapid and sustainable 
business growth  he digitali ation strategy of Beauty 

arm is characteri ed by the following  

alignment of digital planning and business 
strategy

technologically advanced digital 
architecture

uni ue digital management system based 
on business needs
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or Beauty arm, the core of current digital transformation lies in achieving online 
management of business operations, customer management, and organi ational 

management across different sectors  his entails leveraging digital technologies to 
enable performance trac ing, customer insights, and organi ational empowerment

Performance Tracking

Customer Insight

Organizational Empowerment

Equity Performance
Net Consumption 
Performance
Customer Traffic Target

Customer Consumption 
Behavior Profile

Customer Wallet/Card 
Balance

Customer Acquisition 
Channel Analysis

Customer Manager/Beauty Therapist 
PerformanceChief Physician/Doctor 

Performance
Commission Calculation

Organizational Incentives
Employee Development

New Enrollment Target
Single Store/Individual 
Performance Tracking

Customer Churn 
Analysis

Customer Value

Organizational Empowerment

Customer Manager/Beauty Therapist 
PerformanceChief Physician/Doctor 

n ,  Beauty arm introduced the 
organi ational online management system 
called elin , establishing an internal value 
evaluation system and employee driven 
mechanisms to digitally empower the 
organi ation  he ac uisition of the  system 
was also carried out to manage the operations 
and customer transition during the merger and 
ac uisition pro ects  Additionally, there was an 
upgrade to the medical clinic and anti aging 
operational systems, further enhancing business 
e ciency and customer e perience

Customer

Enhance Business Efficiency and Customer Experience

Aesthetic Medical Clinic Anti-Aging Operational 
Systems

Welink

Digitally Empower the Organization

Internal Value Evaluation 
System

Employee-Driven 
Mechanisms

rgani ational nline
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Building Information 
Security Fortress

hile the Group is advancing its digitali ation efforts, it 
also places emphasis on information ris  management 
to ensure the Company s networ  security, data 
security, and protection of customer privacy  e have 
conducted comprehensive analysis and mapping of 
the information security landscape to ensure that all 
relevant aspects are included in our scope of attention

Terminal Security Access Control • 

Mobile Terminal Application, DataSecurity •

Data Classification, Categorization, and Encryption

Data Theft Prevention

Identity, Authorization Management, and Auditing

Comprehensive database auditing

Analysis of measures for protecting sensitive data, 
de-identification, or anonymization techniques

Data backup and effectiveness analysis

eauty ar
n or ation 

Syste

li
atio

n Se
urit

y

rgani ation and 
anage ent

Te
r

in
al

 S
e

ur
ity

etwork eri
eter 

Se urity

ata Se
urity

n rastru ture 

Se urity

Vulnerability Scanning, Penetration Testing  

Code Audit, Security Configuration   

Information Data Protection: Transmission, 
•  Storage, Backup, Content Management 

Logging, Traffic Collection Analysis, Security  
Threat Detection

Security Management of Open-Source  
Frameworks and Components

Security Development Lifecycle Management 

•

•

•

•

•

•

 Network Architecture Security 
Requirement Design

Security Domain Segmentation

Boundary Protection, Network 
Defense Strategy

Firewall, Bastion Host

Intrusion Detection System (IDS)

 Web Application Firewall (WAF)

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Risk Analysis, Security Planning, Security Policy

ISMS System, Business Continuity Management 
&Emergency Plans and Drills

Compliance Management

Personnel, Responsibilities

Systems, Standards

•

•

•

•

•

Security requirements for operating 
environments

Host security, vulnerability scanning, 
security configuration

Host log collection and security threat 
monitoring

Host monitoring and protection 
system maintenance, management

•

•

•

•
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n terms of specific measures, we adopt a strategy of defense in depth and layered 
defense  e optimi e and upgrade e isting measures and supplement them with 
additional measures based on the security map, ensuring comprehensive protection

n terms of organi ational development, we have established an information security committee and issued the General utline of Beauty 
arm nformation Security Management  along with supporting company policies such as the Personnel Security Management System , 
Software Development Security Management Specification , nd point Security sage Guidelines , Networ  Security Management 

System  and System Security Management System  hese policies provide comprehensive guidance and ensure the security of digital 
information in Beauty arm

• BF Boundary Security
• Web Browsing and Email
• Workplace and IDC Room
• Outsourced Third-Party 

Management
• ……

• Physical Environment Tagging
• Asset Identification and 

Management
• Terminal Compliance and 

Health Access Information 
System Access Control

• Security Responsibility and 
Awareness

• ……

Decision-making Level

Strategy, Approval

Management Level 

Overall Planning, Unified 
Management

Execution Level 

Information Security 
Implementation, Grounding

Information Security 
Related Positions

The information security liaisons from each 
department cooperate to carry out the 
information security management work of 
their respective departments.

Digitalization
 Center

The main department responsible 
for information security, in charge of 
information security system management, 
security checks, event management, etc.

Collaborate Collaborate Collaborate

Legal 
Department

Human 
Resources Center

Audit 
Department

Information Security 
Committee Leadership Team

Team Leader: CEO

Deputy Team Leader:  Senior IT Director

Team members: Senior HR Director, 
Legal Head, Audit Head

• Physical Environment 
Monitoring

• Access Behavior Auditing
• Log Preservation and 

Management
• Event Log Auditing
• Rewards and Punishments, 

Legal Litigation
• ……

• Encryption of Sensitive 
      Data
• Management of Mobile 

Storage Devices
• Data Transmission 

Channels
• Asset Placement
• Encrypted Data Backup
• Management of Scrap 

Asset Destruction
• ……

Effective 
Protection

Illegal Entry 
Denied

Precision Control
Unauthorized 

Access Shielded

Safe Storage
Core Info 
Secured

Complete 
Recording

Troublemakers 
Recored
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Achievements of 2023

Information Security - Phased Implementation - Progress in 2023

Beauty arm places great importance on the research and development of digital 
systems  n , the Company invested appro imately RMB  million into 
digital system research and development  During the phased implementation 
process, the following progress has been achieved

hrough continuous iteration and optimi ation of digital systems, Beauty arm has laid solid foundation for business 
innovation, helping to achieve sustained growth  Currently, there are  operational business systems, out of which  
are fully self developed systems, accounting for over  of the total  n terms of data performance

Among the total number of new customers ac uired by Beauty 
arm s direct sales in the past  years

Compared to third party platform ac uisition 
channels

,

illion

he accumulated user base of 
Beauty arm s mini program 
has reached

obtained through operations using the online private domain 
digital matri

Beauty arm Digital Center eam aunch of Self developed Store peration Management 
System

the customer ac uisition cost for individual new 
customers has decreased by nearly 

Company invested appro imately 
RMB into digital system research and 
development

illion 

nline pre appointment 
accounts for more than

customer insights and 
demands have been 
obtained

,
a daily average of visitors

Security System 
Framework

Data Security 
Management

Information Security 
Level Protection

The Marketing Middle 
Platform System and OMS 
(Order Management System) 
successfully passed the Level 
III Network Security Grade 
Evaluation Certification

B  nformation Security 
Management General Rules

Personnel Security 
Management System

peration and Maintenance 
Management System

Software Development 
Security Management 
Standard

System Security 
Management System

Cyber Security 
Management System

Malicious Code Prevention 
Management

erminal Security 
Convenience Speci cation

Ad usting the Bastion Host 
entr y point to reduce the 
e posure of critical assets

DNS ad ustment to ensure the 
reliability of data transmission 
between systems

Ad ust ing PS Strateg y to 
intercept illegal re uests

Primary 

Secondary

Upgrade disaster recovery 
system architecture, 
categorically adjust backup 
strategies, migrate CS and 
MA from Windows to Linux, 
enhancing security level

Security Device 
Hardening Strategy 

1

2

3

4

Security 
Reinforcement
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05
Build diversified communication platforms for women and help channel women's work

Standardize recruitment and ensure fair and transparent recruitment process, provide fair and 
open job opportunities

Strictly comply with international labor standards and provide employees with reasonable 
salaries and benefits

Provide diversified learning and training opportunities for students at Beauty Farm University

Continuously support Beauty Farm Primary School to provide safe and comfortable learning 
environment for students

Provide financial support to employees in need and their families through the Beauty Farm Fund

Participate in several projects to help alleviate poverty and revitalize the company

United Nations Sustainable Development Goals

To Live towards 
the Sun, to Walk 
by the Light



Further, we have implemented a system of avoidance for relatives. When an employee and their 
relatives are employed in Beauty Farm at the same time, they are not allowed to have direct or 
indirect relationships with subordinates or work in the same stores, further reducing management 
risks. During the Reporting Period, the Group's labour contract signing rate and social insurance 
coverage rate both reached 100%.

Compliance Employment
5.1

In order to standardize recruitment standards, regulate recruitment 
management and ensure a fair and transparent recruitment process, the 
Group has formulated "Recruitment Management System". Meanwhile, we 
efficiently utilize diverse recruitment channels to adapt to the industry's 
high demand and high turnover rate for front-line service positions. 
The main channels include campus recruitment, online recruitment, 
headhunting companies, internal recommendations, and etc.

We strictly comply with the following laws and 
regulations: 

Labor Law of the People's Republic of China;
Labor Contract Law of the People's Republic of China; and
Social Insurance Law of the People's Republic of China

100%
the Group's labour contract 
signing rate and social insurance 
coverage rate both reached

To combat illegal employment of child labor, underage labor and forced labor, job 
applicants are required to provide valid identification documents to the Group's 
human resources department, and background checks will be conducted before 
or after employment to ensure that they are eligible for legal employment in the 
local area before confirming employment. In the event that the Group discovers 
any violation of labor laws, regulations and standards, the relevant employment 
contract will be terminated immediately and follow-up actions will be taken in 
accordance with local labor laws and regulations. During the Reporting Period, the 
Group's operations were in strict compliance with the laws and regulations of the 
local governments in relation to the employment, prohibition of child labor and 
forced labor, and were not involved in any confirmed violations of such laws and 
regulations that have a significant impact on the Group.

In the philosophy of Beauty Farm, we not only 
see employees as staff but also as key partners in 
the company's development. We are committed 
to providing our employees with a platform for 
professional growth and helping them to realize 
the enhancement of their personal values through 
the resources and support of Beauty Farm, and 
we believe that the common growth between the 
Group and our employees is the cornerstone of the 
Company's long-term and stable development.

Through internal training and development 
programs, the Group provides employees with 
continuous learning and growth opportunities. 
We encourage employees to engage in industry 
exchanges and academic research, facilitating in-
depth communication with professionals in the 
same field. This allows them to constantly enhance 
their professional knowledge and skills, contributing 
to the industry's development. Furthermore, we 
place great emphasis on providing equal career 
development opportunities for female employees. 
We are committed to breaking down gender 
barriers, offering fair promotion and development 
prospects, and creating a fair and equitable working 
environment for women, enabling them to fully 
unleash their potential and talents.

Compliance 
Employment

Diverse Development 
and raining

mployee Care 
and Bene ts

ccupational 
Health and Safety

Beauty 
ranscendence

Social elfare
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The Group has adopted zero tolerance policy for any form of discrimination, harassment, bullying or abusive 
behavior. We are committed to creating a safe, respectful and fair working environment. The Group encourages 
employees to actively report any instances of discrimination or harassment at work, which will be treated 
confidentially and carefully investigated. For any violation of our equal opportunity policy, we will take disciplinary 
action to ensure that those responsible are punished accordingly. In addition, we will take all complaints involving 
criminal offenses seriously and actively cooperate with the relevant legal proceedings.

As of 2023, we have formed regional labor unions in areas such as Haikou and Chongqing, and plan to form a group 
labor union in 2024.

In 2023, we formed the Beauty Farm Women's Federation of the Group, with a total of 11 executive committee 
members, including one chairperson and one vice-chairperson. After the establishment of the Women's Federation, 
the executive committee and members have actively integrated resources from various parties, carried out various 
cultural and sports activities, built a diversified communication platform for women, helped channel the pressure of 
women's work and life, and assisted in women's growth and improvement of their literacy.

The Group is committed to the pursuit of equal opportunities, 
diversity and anti-discrimination and continually strives to 
create fair, respectful and inclusive work environment. In 
formulating hiring, training, promotion, termination and 
retirement policies, we do not make decisions on the basis 
of an employee's age, gender, marital status, pregnancy 
status, family status, disability, race, color, ancestry, national 
or ethnic origin, nationality, religion or any non-job related 
factors. Although we employ more women on the front 
line because of the nature of our industry, we strike a 
gender balance in our middle and back office functions and 
management teams. Regardless of gender, we place and 
treat employees according to their rank, experience and 
performance.

 Percentage of Staff

As at the end of the reporting period, the Group employed a total of 3,941 employees, of which 3,722 were female 
and 219 were male, with no part-time employees involved; and the majority of the Group's employees were 
located in mainland China, with 3 located in overseas regions. We respect diversity in employment and provide re-
employment opportunities for employees who have reached retirement age, with a total of 31 retired and rehired 
employee among the above employees.

3,941

3,941
The Group employed a 
total of employees

3,722
Of which  were female

219
Were male 

31
Retired and rehired...

By Age

20 and under

35 -50

20-35

50 and under

2% 3%

30%

65%

By Gender

Female Male

6%

94%

The Group employed a 
total of employees
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Diverse Development and 
Training
The Group's comprehensive training system ensures that there is sufficient 
pool of talents from the management team to the frontline staff to match 
the Group's future development plans. We believe that a high degree of 
professionalism of our service personnel is the basis for ensuring the stability 
of our services, and that only by ensuring high degree of uniformity in the 
standard of our services can we better serve our customers.

To ensure the systematicity and effectiveness of training content and reflect the brand concept of Beauty Farm, the 
Group has formulated the "Employee Education and Training System" which includes the "Training Department 
Regulations" and "Class Teacher Work Manual" for technical and sales positions, comprehensively listing the assigned 
learning tasks and course content and completing on-the-job training and learning requirements in systematic manner.

We provide customized training for different positions and implement key learning projects to support employees at 
different levels and positions in realizing skill improvement and achieving their career goals. Considering that each 
position has unique professional and skill requirements, Beauty Farm also provides professional training on products, 
instruments, and operating techniques. In addition, to ensure the quality control management of our stores, we have 
set up related courses, such as online learning and oral exams for enterprise culture and customer orientation (2023 
quality control service process course upgrade). We also provide corresponding training for different promotion 
activities and plans to ensure activities are carried out in an orderly manner.

Comprehensive Coverage of Training Content
5.2

In 2023, Beauty Farm offers a total of 

126training courses
A total of covering all levels, including middle 
and senior management, general management, 
employee, and trainee

2,142employee

226,754training hours 1

with a total of 

Note:1 The average number of hours of training per employee by gender and employee category is detailed in the ESG Key 
Performance List in the Appendix.
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Belonging to the Human Resources Department of Beauty 
Farm, Beauty Farm University, formerly known as Beauty 
Farm Training School established in 1995, was officially 
listed as Beauty Farm Corporate University in 2018. With the 
mission of "connecting with strategy, adhering to business, 
and creating value", Beauty Farm Corporate University, 
adhering to the belief of empowering the creators of beauty 
and health, cultivates competent and sustainable talents 
for the Group's three major business departments as well as 
functional middle and back offices by means of talent ladder 
construction, With the mission of "connecting with strategy and 
business, creating value", and with the belief of empowering 
creators of beauty and health, we continue to cultivate 
competent and sustainable talents through talent cultivation 
and talent echelon construction for the Group's three major 
business units and functional middle and back offices.

Since 2018, Beauty Farm University has opened the OMO 
learning program, actively exploring digital learning 
technology, and has now formed complete training system 
of offline centralized empowerment, online learning 
(Beauty Farm Online School), Beauty Farm Air Courses (live 
broadcasting), and Beauty Farm Micro-Class Teaching, which 
will reduce the training cost for the organization by about 
20% under the condition of guaranteeing that the passing 
rate of the students' assessment remains unchanged, and 
in the coming period of time, it will gradually realize 90% 
coverage of online courses.

Continuous Innovation in Training and Assessment Methods

10+
Pulling the experience of the best performers in the 
country to create simulated exercise scenarios.

20+ 10
exciting 
conversation skills 
teaching

AI conversation skills 
sparring practice

Time cost of 0off-duty

organizational cost of 0travel

repeated look back of 0re-training fees

10 1 8
animated lessons live class with a 

renowned teacher
live demos

Currently, the training system at Beauty Farm University consists of:

OMO course: 

AI Accompanying Practice: 

CP+ Practical Exercise:

This system is able to complete thousands 
of people's training in short period of 
time, and can achieve:

20%
Which will reduce the training cost 
for the organization by about 
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By copying the teaching experience of excellent teachers and supervisors to produce teaching manuals, 
establish learning maps for on-the-job beauty therapists, in order to quickly improve the teaching ability 
of store supervisors, reduce the pressure of teaching, quickly train new supervisors to be on the job, and 
help beauty therapists to clarify the learning path and development direction.

Goal-setting

progressive training to enable newcomers to reach the 
fitness for duty at different stages.

Design highlights

online combined with offline joint empowerment

Course features

precise target, fun 
process, good content, 
and effective results

Through interviews

restoring the teaching 
scene

"Online Teacher" Learning Program for Beauty Therapists

ccupational 
Health and Safety
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Key Program 
Enhancement

month

months

months

Basic Reception 
Service 

Satisfaction

Nursing Care 
Amount, Nursing 
Care Satisfaction
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OMO Learning Program is an online/offline integrated learning product developed for key performance 
indicators of key positions. The course combines a series of "training black technology" (AI coaching, 
interactive video teaching, online guidance, etc.), empowering front-line students and helping the 
company's rapid realization of post-listing talent replication, with the following features:

We take pride in our training system at Beauty Farm 
where talent development and learning have always 
been areas of focus and effort. Training employees and 
enhancing their capabilities across all aspects are the 
cornerstones of our ability to provide high-quality 
services. Our commitment to talent development and 
efforts at Beauty Farm have been recognized with 
significant awards and acknowledgments in the field of 
human resources.

Most Promising Corporate 
University

Best Learning Program of 
the Year

Digital Learning Program 
Innovation Award

Innovation and Growth Award

Gold Award for Talent 
Development Benchmarking

Excellence Award for Value 
Creation Benchmarking

Dare to move the value of training forward and direct it to key performance indicators.

"Time and Space Companion" helped 462 client managers achieve 10% increase in recruitment 
conversion rate; "Cash Ability Venus" helped 688 beauty therapists increase their body care 
revenue. 

Introducing advanced digital training technology ahead of other brands in the industry.

Through AI training, interactive micro-class teaching, in the case of ensuring that the student 
assessment pass rate remains unchanged, to shorten the complex class project learning time 
nearly half, for the organization to reduce the training cost by about 20%.

Drill in organizational experience extraction, so that successful experiences come from and go 
to the organization, accelerating talent replication.

The OMO team has explored a set of eight-step methodology applicable to talent replication for 
the organization, extracted and retained 30 valuable lessons from the frontline up to now, and 
won recognition for digital talent development awards within the training industry.

Training for all: 100% coverage of all front-line posts in stores completed

1

2

3

4

We conducted satisfaction survey of the participants and 
achieved a score of over 8/10 in all dimensions.

100%

coverage of Shanghai, Beijing, Shenzhen, Wuhan, 
Chongqing

18
regions including other key cities

104/142
stores

440
during the Reporting Period, a total of，new spa 
therapists were covered throughout the year (of which 
121 were new hires at the 0-1 month stage)

44
of which stores have taken the initiative 
to reuse

87%

met the promotion requirements in 1 month

Currently, the "Online Teacher" learning program has 

65

OMO Learning Program
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Beautiful Workplace Created by the Power of Women

Multi-Channel Internal Promotion System
The Group is committed to effectively managing the career development of all employees, helping them achieve learning and 
development goals, forming a talent pool, and improving the organization's sustainable operational capabilities. At the same 
time, by effectively reserving high-quality talents, we can timely adjust and supply vacant positions to support the Company's 
steady development. We have complete and transparent promotion mechanism, and we have provided different support and 
assistance plans for employees in different positions to "achieve career goals" in different ways. We have clear job development 
maps for functional and professional positions to provide employees with upward motivation.

We have formulated relevant systems to regulate internal promotion and transfer arrangements, standardize the promotion 
criteria for each position, and clearly point out the path and criteria for job development, forming a set of perfect system. In 
addition, the Group has also established a strict appraisal system, whereby promotion and salary adjustment of employees are 
based on whether they are in line with the Group's corporate culture and values, as well as on their individual work performance 
and performance.

With the goal of upgrading skills, Beauty Farm University has launched the "Sailing Treasure Hunting Guide", which breaks the 
singularity of the development path of employees and gives them more choices and opportunities for their career development. 
For functional positions, employees can obtain different promotion opportunities based on their experience and abilities; for 
professional positions, we have also set different promotion paths, providing employees with diverse career development 
options through multiple career development paths in sales, technology, and management aspects.

The Group has established comprehensive and complete 
performance management system and formulated the 
"Beauty Farm Performance Management System" to improve 
the overall performance of the Company through scientific 
management methods while providing a basis for personnel 
decision-making regarding salary, promotion and demotion 
decisions, etc. The construction of the " Beauty Farm 
Performance Management System" follows five principles: 
consistent rights and responsibilities, fair consideration, 
effective communication, full participation, and continuous 
improvement. It promotes employee career development, 
improves the incentive mechanism of the Company, and at 
last realizing organizational strategy.

Promotion Policy for Each Function of 
Beauty Farm 700

Overseeing a team 
of over

4million

Achieving nearly in 
annual revenue

  Technical Supervision & Regional Technical 
Committee Promotion Management System,

  Beauty Therapist Promotion and Demotion 
Management System,

  Overseeing Beauty Farm Management 
Development Channel and Senior Management 
Promotion System, and 

  Beauty Farm Junior and Middle-level Promotion 
System.

Outstanding Employee Case Sharing

Ms. Zhang Xiuqin, Regional Operations Director of South China for Beauty 
Farm's traditional beauty service business, was one of the first students to 
join Beauty Farm after the establishment of the Beauty Farm University, and 
was employed as beauty therapist. Through her years of continuous effort and 
following the Company's talent development path, she has risen from beauty 
therapist to customer manager, technical supervisor, store director, regional 
manager, and currently, the Operations Director of the Southern Region, 
overseeing a team of over 700 people and achieving nearly 400 million in 
annual revenue.
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Unobstructed External Flow Paths

Excellent Retention Rate of Old Employees

Many of our frontline employees come from economically underdeveloped areas. In line with the Group's long-term 
development strategy and the concept of "people-oriented", we strive to improve the life quality of this vast group in addition to 
providing them with jobs, so as to enhance their sense of self-identity and sense of value.

In terms of vocational skills, the Group has accumulated wealth of experience in the training of applied professionals by 
providing all employees with adequate training resources and encouraging lifelong learning and professional capacity 
enhancement, while at the same time strengthening the care and leadership of career development paths. The Group has 
utilized the advantages of the Beauty Farm University in terms of professionalism, experience and knowledge to build a 
mature and healthy platform for learning and development in the beauty industry, which facilitates employees to broaden 
their horizons and plan for more active and clear career goals, and provides these employees with yet another opportunity for 
enhancement and further education in addition to campus education.

Employees who are well-trained and have sufficient years of experience working at Beauty Farm have significant advantage 
when making external job choices and are more likely to be favored by their peers.

We also value the contributions of our existing staff and 
recognize them in various ways, such as recognizing 
those who have been with us for more than 10 years and 
conducting core staff retention programs. Through our 
continuous efforts, we have successfully become a leader in 
the industry. The annual retention rate of our professional 
services staff has reached 72.1%, which is one of the highest 
retention rates in the industry.

In 2023, on the occasion of the Company's 30th 
birthday, we completed the "Beauty Farm 30th 
Anniversary Buyback Booklet" and received a 
number of testimonials from veteran employees 
about us.

72.1%

The annual retention rate 
of professional services 
staff has reached 

Chongqing staff: Zhong Yali

I never expected that my first job in life would last for 20 years. From receptionist to beautician to customer 
manager, step by step, I evolved from a naive young girl who knew nothing into a competent woman who can hold 
her own in the workplace. I believe all of this is thanks to what Beauty Farm has given me...

At Beauty Farm, I utilize professionalism and service to ensure that my clients can continuously enjoy health and 
beauty. At the same time, I have realized my own life's value and sincerely helped many people around me.

Beauty Farm is turning 30, and what I want to confess to her is: Choosing Beauty Farm was the best decision in my 
life! This is a job that I am willing to do until retirement, and I can't bear to leave it!
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Employee Care and Benefits

The Group has designed salary system and wage standards 
based on the characteristics of the industry and the current 
situation of the Group, with the basic principles of "internal 
fairness and external competitiveness". In the salary system 
developed by the Group, the main component of the salary 
is linked to performance evaluation, and the salary is divided 
into three parts: basic salary, performance-based salary, 
and allowances, and is subject to the change in employee 
position, job promotion, and individual and company 
performance. This system reflects the spirit of "Capable 
employee gets more" and encourages employees to 
improve their work performance and capabilities for higher 
compensation.

Beauty Farm is committed to creating people-oriented and excellent working environment, advocating for work-life balance, and actively organizing various activities to activate 
employees' leisure time and promote corporate culture.

The Group has set up an employee interview system by the human resources department. On top of the regular interviews with new recruits and departed employees, each human resources 
officer is required to complete interviews with 6 employees per quarter, and the annual number of employee interviews conducted by the Group is about 960. Through this interview system, 
we collect employees' opinions and experiences on work content, management system and other aspects to improve employee satisfaction and create healthy and favorable workplace 
atmosphere. In order to effectively turn the interviews into effective implementation, the Group has also set up human resources symposiums to give feedback on the centralized and 
representative issues collected during the interviews, so as to effectively solve the problems of the employees.

In order to create a good atmosphere in the working environment, we organized staff activities such as birthday parties, outdoor recreational activities and welcome parties for new 
employees during the Reporting Period. We also prepared holiday gifts for our employees during various festivals and organized parent-child activities for our employees with children to help 
them achieve work-life balance more easily. Taking into account the characteristics of female employees in the beauty industry, we facilitate spontaneously organized networking events to 
expand their social circles. For employees seeking psychological support, they can schedule one-on-one counseling sessions to address their mental health needs.

Remuneration Structure Creating Work-Life Balanced Workplace

5.3
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Every year, the Group hosts the "Star-Making 
by Beauty Farm" event across the Group. Any 
employee or their family members who wish to 
showcase their talents can sign up. There are no 
restrictions on the options, ranging from singing, 
dancing, playing musical instruments, to crafts. 
The event takes the form of a competition, 
consisting of several stages including preliminary 
rounds, semi-finals, and finals. Winners have 
the opportunity to showcase their talents at 
the biannual national Group's conference, and 
the Group also offers cash and other prizes as 
rewards for participants. Feedback collected after 
this event, which aims to promote emotional 
exchange among employees, consistently reflects 
increased sense of belonging. This activity not only 
contributes to work-life balance but also enhances 
recognition and satisfaction among employees' 
families regarding their work.

"Star-Making by Beauty Farm", a Chance for Every Employee 
to Show His/Her Skills 
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The Group respects both the physical and mental health of its employees, and the human resources department has 
issued "Employee Handbook" that regulates the various rights of employees and seeks to provide superior welfare 
protection.

In terms of holidays, the Group provides employees with various statutory and additional paid holidays, such as 
annual leave, marriage leave, prenatal examination leave, maternity leave, paternity leave, breastfeeding leave, 
bereavement leave, home leave, birthday leave, and so on. Since 2011, we pioneer in implementing a 5-day 
workweek in the beauty industry, giving employees more time to rest and enjoy life, which is another measure of the 
Company's humanistic care for employees.

The Group also provides supplementary medical insurance for core employees every year and covers 95% of the purchase 
cost. The company also offers free physical examinations as green welfare benefit for some employees every two years. 
In addition, we provide meal subsidies for our employees, and all employees are entitled to free care or products every 
month according to their level after passing their probation period.

At the same time, we always pay attention to employee health, and is committed to providing a comfortable office 
environment:

Employee Benefits

In the store area, we have 
separate changing and dining 
areas for employees, and 
we've also provided a cleaning 
room for our janitorial staff.

 In the office area, we have 
designated spaces for a 
pantry, a nursing room, an 
employee cafeteria, a locker 
room, telephone booths, and 
water dispensers.

We constantly monitor the air 
quality in both the office and 
store areas. Air purification 
and pest control measures are 
carried out every one or two 
quarters in the office premises.
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Occupational Health and Safety
5.4

We are committed to providing a safe and secure working environment for our employees. 
We actively develop various policies to enhance their occupational safety awareness, 
ensuring that the workplace meets safety requirements and is prepared for emergency 
situations. The Group has established a set of safety management standards with the principle of "safe 

operations, eliminating hazards". Over the past three years (2021 to 2023), there were no 
work-related fatalities within the Group. During the Reporting Period, there were 9 cases 
of work-related injuries among employees, resulting in a total of 576 days of lost work. The 
Group has implemented a set of procedures for handling work-related injuries to ensure that 
employees receive prompt medical treatment in case of injuries, and the social insurance 
purchased by the Group covers the treatment costs resulting from work-related injuries. 
The Group strictly adheres to and complies with the "Regulations on Work-Related Injury 
Insurance", "Procedures for Determining Work-Related Injuries", "Management Measures 
for Occupational Disease Diagnosis and Identification" as well as the relevant laws and 
regulations of the operating locations. All employees with work-related injuries in the current 
year have received fair compensation.
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The Group has established specific internal management systems such as the "Fire Safety Management System" and developed 
the "Store Fire Safety Knowledge Guide Handbook" to enhance the fire safety awareness of all employees. We regularly organize 
employees to study fire regulations and various rules and regulations to ensure compliance with fire safety laws. We also conduct on-
site demonstrations and training for the maintenance and use of fire protection facilities, following the work principle of "prevention 
first, combined prevention and control". The training includes sharing of fire incident cases, proper use of fire extinguishers, 
evacuation and escape knowledge, and daily preventive measures. We actively cooperate with shopping malls or property buildings 
to conduct fire drills, aiming to eliminate all fire hazards. We strictly implement a hierarchical fire safety responsibility system and 
position-specific fire safety responsibility system, implementing inspection system. Any fire hazards found during inspections that 
are not rectified within the specified time will be subject to punishments according to the reward and penalty system.

2023 Safety Management Highlighting Measures - Fire Safety Training
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Beauty Transcendence, Playing Active Role as Pilot

Throughout the establishment and development of Beauty 
Farm, we have consistently dedicated ourselves to improving 
the negative image commonly associated with the beauty 
industry. We reject malicious and excessive marketing 
practices and adhere to the principle of "doing the right 
thing". In our cooperative communications, we strive to drive 
industry-wide business ethics and compliance practices 
from long-term perspective, involving our industry peers and 
stakeholders. In recent years, we have made more efforts to 
strengthen external exchanges in management. We engage 
in communication with other companies and brands, jointly 
exploring the pain points within the industry. We take the 
lead in organizing teams to drive collective progress in the 
industry.

We encourage sharing experiences among industr y 
enterprises to collectively address the challenges faced by 
the industry. We understand the negative impact of excessive 
marketing on the entire industry, and therefore, we urge 
fellow industry companies to focus on sustainable long-
term considerations rather than excessive marketing. We 
believe that by complying with regulatory requirements and 
upholding the principles of sustainable operations, we can 
shape a healthier and more trustworthy beauty industry. 
Through these efforts, we aim to bring about positive impact 
on the entire beauty industry and provide customers with 
higher quality and reliable services.

While focusing on technological innovation and improvement of its own performance, the Group has also summarized and 
shared the accumulated experience and knowledge. Through various channels, knowledge and skills have been disseminated 
to contribute to the overall advancement of the beauty industry. These efforts have widespread impact within the industry, 
driving its progress forward. Leveraging our longstanding brand position and experience in the beauty industry, as well as our 
responsibility and commitment to industry development, Beauty Farm actively participates in a series of influential industry 
projects, aiming to make a profound impact in the industry.

Industry Experience Empowerment Industry Technology Empowerment

5.5

12
Beauty Farm conducted a total of study 
trips and industry exchanges

5,680
with a participation of individuals

In 2023

The study trips and industry exchanges organized by Beauty 
Farm focused on sharing knowledge and insights in technical 
and business aspects of the beauty industry. Discussions and 
explorations also took place regarding digital empowerment 
and enterpr ise  management  perspect ives.  Beauty 
Farm engaged in communication with enterprises and 
professionals from various sectors of the industry, covering 
traditional media, social networks, industry consulting 
platforms, and other channels to share information and 
experiences.

In 2023, Shanghai Beauty 
Farm Medical and Health 
Industry Company Limited 
was invited by the Ministry 
of Human Resources and 
Social Security to provide 
feedback on the technical 
document drafts and standard 
explanations for the 2024 
WorldSkills Competition in 
Lyon, France.

Participating in Revising Industry Standards
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Industry Talent Empowerment
In response to national policies, the Group has maintained 
long-term cooperation with vocational colleges and 
universities. It has undertaken joint campus recruitment 
initiatives, providing training facilities and internship 
opportunities for students in programs such as medical 
aesthetics. By establishing vocational development pathway 
in advance, the Group integrates social internships as part 
of the school curriculum, enabling students to transition 
and practice entering society during their academic studies. 
For students interning at Beauty Farm, the Group adopts 
modern mentorship system, where experienced employees 
pass on their expertise to these young individuals. This 
approach provides clear career planning choices for 
graduates' professional development. The school-enterprise 
collaboration model demonstrates reliable working 
environments, advanced management systems, and quality 
mentorship advantages. During the Reporting Period, Beauty 
Farm's school-enterprise cooperation projects have attracted 
over 150 vocational college students majoring in medical 
aesthetics to participate in internships, with a total of 927 
students starting their career development journey through 
Beauty Farm's school-enterprise cooperation projects.

Beauty Farm has summarized advanced vocational skills and operational management experience in the beauty 
industry, and has participated in the writing of two vocational skill textbooks that have been published.

"Practical Operations and Management of Beauty 
Salon" was published by Fudan University Press. 
Beauty Farm contributed to Module 3, Unit 2 
"Customer Relationship Management" and Unit 3 
"Customer Complaint Handling". This book serves 
as a textbook for medical aesthetic technology 
programs in higher education institutions and is part 
of a series of books on dual education in the field of 
medical aesthetic technology.

150
School-enterprise cooperation projects have 
attracted over vocational college students majoring 
in medical aesthetics to participate in internships

927
With a total of students starting their career 
development journey through Beauty Farm's 
school-enterprise cooperation projects

Publication of Industry Textbooks

"Professional Skills Level Certification Textbook 
for Beauticians – Basic Knowledge for Beauticians" 
was published by China Labor and Social Security 
Publishing House. Beauty Farm contributed to the 
seventh chapter, "Sanitation, Disinfection, and Infection 
Control" in the third part, "Basic Knowledge of Aesthetic 
Medicine". This book serves as a training textbook 
for professional skills level certification in the beauty 
industry and is also a textbook for the transformation of 
achievements in the WorldSkills Competition.
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Social Welfare
Beauty Farm is committed to promote the realization of shared prosperity in society. In 
addition to maintaining the steady development of the enterprise, the Group actively gives 
back to society. We regularly communicate with government departments, community 
organizations, and street offices in each operating location to understand the requirements 
and needs of local community and the impact of our operations on the community. Our 
efforts go beyond the investment of the Beauty Farm Fund. In 2023, the Group participated 
in the "Village-Enterprise Pairing Precise Poverty Alleviation" program in Hongkou District, 
Shanghai. We provided assistance and support to Bazhai Town in Yunnan Province, with 
a total donation of RMB60,000. The funds were allocated to three investment and skills 
training projects, benefiting over 1,000 villagers. We truly implement rural revitalization 
initiatives in practice.

The actual work content and data of the village-enterprise pairing 
donation made by Beauty Farm in current year are as follows:

5.6

Training on Traditional Chinese Medicinal Herbs Cultivation in Bazhai Town, Bazhai 
Community

Installation of Streetlights Village Group

非原圖 非原圖

 Duck Pond Village Group, Luchatang 
Village Committee

Mother and Son Rush Village 
Committee

Training on Traditional Chinese Medicinal Herbs Cultivation was conducted for the residents of Bazhai Community. 
There were 2 training sessions, with 250 participants in each session. 

Through the training on traditional Chinese medicinal herbs cultivation, a total of 279 households comprising 
1,122  individuals were benefited. The training focused on providing relevant skills and knowledge to the 
participants, ultimately leading to an increase in income and improving their livelihoods.

Install 10 street lamps in the Duck Pond 
Village community group to facilitate the travel 
of the residents. 

The project implementation benefits 123
households with a total of 459 people, 

including 61 households (218 people) from 
the poverty-stricken families.

Purchase 10 solar-powered street lamps for the 
Paper Mill Village group to facilitate the travel of 
villagers. 

The project implementation will benefit 42
households with a total of 164 people, 

including 15  households (42  people) from 
poverty-stricken families.
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實操考核 + 指導

 "Traditional Chinese Medicine Beauty and 
Wellness Techniques" available for free on 
Smart Vocational Education platform 

Enhancing the professional skills of women 
in community careers

99 Giving Day, continuous support for rural 
female teachers

Chasing Light Marathon, Illuminating 19 Cities

"Smart Vocational Education" is a national 
vocational education smart education platform 
developed and operated by Higher Education 
Press. It serves as a platform for sharing digital 
teaching resources and online teaching services in 
vocational education. The platform is designated 
platform for sharing the achievements of the 
national "Vocational Education Professional 
Teaching Resource Repository" project with the 
whole society. It provides high-quality digital 
resources and online application ser vices 
for vocational education teachers, students, 
employees, and lifelong learners, promoting 
vocational education teaching reform, expanding 
the means and scope of teaching and learning, 
improving the efficiency and effectiveness 
of teaching and learning, and promoting the 
construction of a learning society.

The "Traditional Chinese Medicine Beauty 
and Wellness Techniques" course developed 
by Beauty Farm is a core course in the field 
of medical aesthetics technology. It provides 
e s s e n t i a l  k n o w l e d ge  a n d  ba s i c  s k i l l s  fo r 
professionals engaged in beauty technician and 
related positions in the field of medical aesthetics. 
This course covers cupping, moxibustion, gua 
sha, and bone-setting techniques, etc. It presents 
digital resources such as typical case studies, 
micro-lessons, demonstration videos, teaching 
slides, and synchronous practice to provide high-
quality teaching materials for learners.

Background: The Wuhan Municipal Human 
Resources Bureau, in order to further expand 
employment opportunities for women and increase 
opportunities for women's entrepreneurship, has 
collaborated with designated training institutions 
to provide a 15-day beautician training program for 
unemployed women.

Beauty Farm in Action: We pay attention to 
the perspective of women and attach great 
importance to the social and economic conditions 
of disadvantaged women. Since 2021, we have 
been actively participating in this initiative. The 
training we provide includes beauty theory, 
practical beauty skills, and vocational makeup 
guidance. The courses are directly applicable 
to practical occupational settings, aiming to 
enhance the employment and entrepreneurship 
capabilities of women in the jurisdiction through 
the improvement of vocational skills and meet 
the demands for women's employment and 
entrepreneurship.

Beauty Farm has been sponsoring the selection 
of rural female teachers for several years. 
Through the service mini-program, a certain 
percentage of ever y purchase is allocated 
to charitable donations. In the current year, 
Beauty Farm participated in the "99 Giving Day" 
event organized by Tencent Public Welfare, 
specifically in the "One Flower, One Dream" 
public art exhibition. Aligning with the theme of 
"For Children, For Rural Areas, For Life, For the 
Earth, For Care", we submitted a painting titled 
"Blossoming" to support the "Chasing Light 
Female Teacher" public welfare project, which 
was showcased online. Leveraging the first cross-
platform donation matching channel, we have 
amplified our impact on supporting rural female 
teachers.

In August 2023, Beauty Farm, in collaboration with 
99 Giving Day, Changming Education Foundation, 
and Lingshan Charity Foundation, organized the 
"Beauty Power Together, Donate Steps for Love" 
charity marathon event, aiming to accumulate 
steps to illuminate 19 directly operated store 
cities. Participants could donate RMB 1 to receive 
a race number. The first 3,000 participants who 
successfully completed the challenge within 
specified time frame would receive RMB 10 
corporate charity matching donation provided by 
Beauty Farm.
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Summary of Key Environmental Performance

ESG Indicator Unit 20231 2022

A1 Emissions

A1.1 The types of emissions and respective emissions

Nitrogen Oxides (NOx) kg 13.18 6.44

Sulfur Oxides (SOX) kg 0.17 0.08

Particulate Matter (PM) kg 0.97 0.47

A1.2 Greenhouse gas emissions and intensity

Greenhouse gas emissions 
(Scope 1)2.8 tCO2e 31.29 15.29

Greenhouse gas emissions 
(Scope 2)3.8 tCO2e 5,901.28 5,151.24

Total emission of 
greenhouse gas tCO2e 5,932.57 5,166.53

Intensity tCO2e/RMB'0,000 revenue 0.03 0.03

A1.3 Total hazardous waste produced and intensity

Medical Waster5 kg 15,933.74 11,279.53

Intensity kg/RMB'0,000 revenue 0.07 0.07

ESG Indicator Unit 20231 2022

A1.4 Total non-hazardous waste produced and intensity

Total non-hazardous 
waste6 kg 8,367.66 6,432.10

Intensity kg/RMB'0,000 revenue 0.04 0.04

A2  Use of resources

A2.1 Direct and indirect energy consumption by type in total and intensity

Total energy 
consumption4,8 kWh 10,451,898.24 8,917,088.68

Intensity kWh/RMB'0,000 revenue 48.61 54.52

Direct energy consumption kWh 104,223.13 50,927.48

Gasoline Liter 11,763.96 5,748.33

Intensity Liter/RMB'0,000 revenue 0.05 0.04

Indirect energy 
consumption kWh 10,347,675.11 8,866,161.20

Electricity kWh 10,347,675.11 8,866,161.20

Intensity kWh/RMB'0,000 revenue 48.13 54.21

Appendix ESG KPIs List
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ESG Indicator Unit 20231 2022

A2.2  Water consumption in total and intensity

Total water consumption m3 185,708.39 178,385.88

Intensity m3/RMB'0,000 revenue 0.86 1.09

A2.5 Total packaging material used for finished products and intensity

Total packaging material7 kg 74,516.44 60,234.97

Intensity kg/RMB'0,000 revenue 0.35 0.37

Notes
1 The scope of environmental KPIs data collection for the whole year of 2023 includes local offices, brand stores and 2 training centres, excluding 

any franchised stores. As the Group has yet to establish systematic procedure for collectingmost environmental data, the environmental data 
currently disclosed (excluding medical waste and wastepaper) is calculated by dividing financial data with the average unit price.

2 Greenhouse gas emissions (Scope 1) including direct emission of CO2 produced by gasoline in vehicles.
3 Greenhouse gas emissions (Scope 2) including indirect emission of CO2 generated from purchase of electricity.
4 Total energy consumption includes the total amount of energy consumed from sources such as gasoline and purchased electricity.
5  Medical waste is generated from two brands of clinics that provide medical aesthetic products and services, namely Neology and CellCare.
6 The non-hazardous waste data currently reported mainly includes wastepaper generated from the offices and stores. The Group has to yet 

establish a system for collecting and compiling data on other non-hazardous waste (such as used beauty products packaging materials, 
cardboard boxes, shopping bags, etc.). The Group will discuss with third parties on various effective and feasible methods for data collection to 
ensure that more comprehensive non-hazardous waste data can be provided in future reports.

7 The packaging data only includes packaging materials directly purchased by the Group and does not currently include packaging brought by 
the product suppliers.

8 The calculation methods for Scope 1 and 2 greenhouse gas emissions from gasoline and electricity mainly refer to the "Reporting Guidance 
on Environmental KPIs" issued by the Hong Kong Stock Exchange. The calculation method for total energy consumption mainly refers to the 
"GB/T 2589–2020 Comprehensive Energy Calculation Guide" issued by the National Standardization Management Committee and the State 
Administration for Market Regulation.

Summary of Key Social Performance

ESG Indicator Unit 2023 2022

Employment and Labor Standard

B1 Employment

Total number of employees Headcount 3,941 3,749

B1.1 Total workforce by gender, employment type, age group and geographical region

Gender Male Headcount 219 187

Female Headcount 3,722 3,562

Employment Type Full time Headcount 3,910 3,433

Part time Headcount 0 42

Retired and rehired employees Headcount 31 74

Others 1 Headcount 0 200

Age Group 20 or below Headcount 114 121

20-35 Headcount 2,578 2,507

35-50 Headcount 1,170 1,016

50 or above Headcount 79 105
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ESG Indicator Unit 2023 2022

Geographical 
Region

Hong Kong Headcount 0 1

Mainland China Headcount 3,938 3,745

Overseas Headcount 3 3

B1.2 Employee turnover rate by gender, age group and geographical region2

Gender Male % 27.43% 21.94%

Female % 35.71% 26.31%

Age Group 20 or below % 55.08% 32.97%

20-35 % 39.64% 28.18%

35-50 % 22.31% 18.63%

50 or above % 54.88% 32.45%

Geographical 
Region

Hong Kong % - -

Mainland China % 35.22% 26.12%

Overseas % 66.67% -

B2 Health and Safety

Number of work-related fatalities Headcount 0 0

Rate of work-related fatalities % 0 0

ESG Indicator Unit 2023 2022

Work-related injury Case 8 5

Lost days due to work injury Day 576 269

B3 Training and Development

B3.1 The percentage of employees trained by gender and employee category3,5

Gender Male % 11% 85%

Female % 45% 82%

Employee Type Senior Management % 11% 95%

Middle Management % 63% 91%

Employee % 35% 82%

Trainee % 85% 69%

B3.2 The average training hours completed per employee by gender and employee category4, 6, 7

Gender Male Hour 46.23 3.07

Female Hour 106.89 2.52

Employee Type Senior Management Hour 33.14 7.34

Middle Management Hour 20.44 2.02

Employee Hour 88.16 2.14
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ESG Indicator Unit 2023 2022

Trainee Hour 223.39 6.96

Operation Practices

B5 Supply Chain Management 8

B5.1 Number of suppliers by geographical region

China Entity 155 139

Asia (Except China) Entity 4 5

Europe  Entity 5 3

America Entity 2 1

B6 Product Responsibility

B6.1 The percentage of products sold or shipped that need to be recalled due to safety and health reasons

Recalled due to safety reason % 0% 0%

B6.2 Number of products and service-related complaints received

Number of complaints/Valid complaints Case 990/325 508/150

B7 Anti-corruption

B7.1 Number of concluded legal cases regarding corrupt practices brought against the Company or its employees 
during the Reporting Period

ESG Indicator Unit 2023 2022

Cases of corruption lawsuits filed and adjudicated 
against issuers

Case 0 0

Cases of corruption lawsuits filed and adjudicated 
against employees

Case 0 0

Notes
1In 2022, the other personnel data included interns. However, in 2023, all interns were considered full-time employees and were not separately 
accounted for in the statistics.
2Employee turnover ratio = number of employees in that category/total number of employees in that category
3Percentage of employees trained = number of trainees in that category/total number of employees in that category
4The average training hours completed = the number of hours of training in that category/the total number of employees in that category
5The significant decrease in the percentage of trained employees in 2023 is attributed to: (1) During the 2022 pandemic period, there were 
more personnel and longer training sessions arranged, leading to a significant decrease in the percentage of trained employees in 2023; (2) 
Departmental self-training in 2022 was primarily conducted online, allowing for specific statistical data tracking. However, in 2023, with no 
pandemic impact, departmental self-training was mainly conducted offline, without data statistics such as offline check-ins. To maintain rigor, 
offline training data was not included.
6The significant increase in average training hours in 2023 is attributed to a revision in the statistical method used for calculating total training 
hours. In 2022, the total training hours were calculated based solely on the overall hours of training conducted, without taking into account the 
number of participants in each training session. This led to an inverse relationship between training coverage rate and average training hours. In 
2023, adjustments were made to this statistical method to rectify this issue.
7Reasons for the difference in the average number of training hours for each employee category: (1) the Company's training mainly focuses on 
store frontline employee, especially for the new beauty therapists for about 30 days of pre-employment training; (2) Store frontline employee 
need to receive onboarding operational training, sales training, program principles, etc. for launch of noew projects; (3) functional employees, 
due to the nature of their positions, may require fewer training hours compared to frontline employees in the stores. However, there is often 
a greater demand for training among executives and other functional staff members, as their roles may involve complex responsibilities that 
necessitate continuous development and upskilling.
8Vendors include existing vendors and vendors in the vendor selection pool that have been contacted for possible future collaboration.
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ESG Reporting Guide Index

KPIs
Corresponding 
Chapters

Environmental

A1: Emissions

General Disclosure Optimizing Resource 
Management

A1.1 The types of emissions and respective emissions data. Emission Management

A1.2 Direct (Scope 1) and energy indirect (Scope 2) greenhouse gas emissions (in tonnes) and, where appropriate, 
intensity (e.g. per unit of production volume, per facility).

Emission Management

Summary of Key 
Environmental KPIs

A1.3 Total hazardous waste produced (in tonnes) and, where appropriate, intensity (e.g. per unit of production 
volume, per facility).

Medical Waste 
Management

Summary of Key 
Environmental KPIs

A1.4 Total non-hazardous waste produced (in tonnes) and, where appropriate, intensity (e.g. per unit of 
production volume, per facility).

Waste and Wastewater 
Management

Summary of Key 
Environmental KPIs

A1.5 Description of emissions target(s) set and steps taken to achieve them. Optimizing Resource 
Management

A1.6 Description of how hazardous and non-hazardous wastes are handled, and a description of reduction 
target(s) set and steps taken to achieve them. Emission Management

KPIs
Corresponding 
Chapters

A2: Use of Resources

General Disclosure Optimizing Resource 
Management

A2.1 Direct and/or indirect energy consumption by type (e.g. electricity, gas or oil) in total (kWh in '000s) and 
intensity (e.g. per unit of production volume, per facility).

Energy Management

Summary of Key 
Environmental KPIs

A2.2 Water consumption in total and intensity (e.g. per unit of production volume, per facility).

Water Resource 
Management

Summary of Key 
Environmental KPIs

A2.3 Description of energy use efficiency target(s) set and steps taken to achieve them. Optimizing Resource 
Management

A2.4 Description of whether there is any issue in sourcing water that is fit for purpose, water efficiency target(s) 
set and steps taken to achieve them.

Water Resource 
Management

A2.5 Total packaging material used for finished products (in tonnes) and, if applicable, with reference to per unit 
produced.

Packaging Material 
Management

Summary of Key 
Environmental KPIs

A3: The Environment and Natural Resources

General Disclosure Optimizing Resource 
Management
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KPIs
Corresponding 
Chapters

A3.1 Description of the significant impacts of activities on the environment and natural resources and the actions 
taken to manage them.

Optimizing Resource 
Management

A4: Climate Change

General Disclosure Climate Change Risks and 
Opportunities

A4.1 Description of the significant climate-related issues which have impacted, and those which may impact, the 
issuer, and the actions taken to manage them.

Climate Change Risks and 
Opportunities

Social

B1: Employment

General Disclosure Compliance Employment

B1.1 Total workforce by gender, employment type (for example, full- or parttime), age group and geographical 
region.

Compliance Employment

Summary of Key Social 
Performance

B1.2 Employee turnover rate by gender, age group and geographical region

Compliance Employment

Summary of Key Social 
Performance

B2: Health and Safety

General Disclosure Occupational Health and 
Safety

B2.1 Number and rate of work-related fatalities occurred in each of the past three years including the reporting 
year.

Occupational Health and 
Safety

Summary of Key Social 
Performance

B2.2 Lost days due to work injury.

Occupational Health and 
Safety

Summary of Key Social 
Performance

KPIs
Corresponding 
Chapters

B2.3 Description of occupational health and safety measures adopted, and how they are implemented and 
monitored.

Occupational Health and 
Safety

B3: Development and Training

General Disclosure Diverse Development and 
Training

B3.1 The percentage of employees trained by gender and employee category (e.g. senior management, middle 
management).

Diverse Development and 
Training

Summary of Key Social 
Performance

B3.2 The average training hours completed per employee by gender and employee category. Summary of Key Social 
Performance

B4: Labour Standards

General Disclosure Compliance Employment

B4.1 Description of measures to review employment practices to avoid child and forced labour. Compliance Employment

B4.2 Description of steps taken to eliminate such practices when discovered. Compliance Employment

B5: Supply Chain Management

General Disclosure Supply Chain Management

B5.1 Number of suppliers by geographical region. Summary of Key Social 
Performance

B5.2 Description of practices relating to engaging suppliers, number of suppliers where the practices are being 
implemented, and how they are implemented and monitored. Supply Chain Management

B5.3 Description of practices used to identify environmental and social risks along the supply chain, and how they are 
implemented and monitored. Supply Chain Management

B5.4 Description of practices used to promote environmentally preferable products and services when selecting 
suppliers, and how they are implemented and monitored. Supply Chain Management

B6 ：Product Responsibility
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KPIs
Corresponding 
Chapters

General Disclosure Beauty to the Fullest, 
Quality Comes First

B6.1 Percentage of total products sold or shipped subject to recalls for safety and health reasons. Summary of Key Social 
Performance

B6.2 Number of products and service related complaints received and how they are dealt with. Beauty to the Fullest, 
Quality Comes First

B6.3 Description of practices relating to observing and protecting intellectual property rights. Intellectual Property 
Protection

B6.4 Description of quality assurance process and recall procedures. Beauty to the Fullest, 
Quality Comes First

B6.5 Description of consumer data protection and privacy policies, and how they are implemented and 
monitored.

Beauty Care, Consumer 
Protection

B7 ：Anti-corruption

General Disclosure Anti-Fraud and Anti-
Corruption

B7.1 Number of concluded legal cases regarding corrupt practices brought against the issuer or its employees 
during the reporting period and the outcomes of the cases.

Anti-Fraud and Anti-
Corruption

Summary of Key Social 
Performance

B7.2 Description of preventive measures and whistle-blowing procedures, and how they are implemented and 
monitored.

Anti-Fraud and Anti-
Corruption

B7.3 Description of anti-corruption training provided to directors and staff. Anti-Fraud and Anti-
Corruption

B8 ：Community Investment

General Disclosure To Live towards the Sun, to 
Walk by the Light

KPIs
Corresponding 
Chapters

B8.1 Focus areas of contribution (e.g. education, environmental concerns, labour needs, health, culture, sport). To Live towards the Sun, to 
Walk by the Light

B8.2 Resources contributed (e.g. money or time) to the focus area.

To Live towards the Sun, to 
Walk by the Light

Summary of Key Social 
Performance
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